
Abstract 

 

 

MOULTON, CAREY L. The Near Field Acoustics of the Active Noise Control of a 

Model Propeller. (Under the direction of Dr. Robert Nagel.) 

 

 

The Near field properties of a 6" radius model propeller, and the Active Noise Control 

(ANC) of the Blade Passing Tone (BPT) have been studied. The study has been careful to 

identify and separate the effects of the hydrodynamic near field and the geometric near 

field. The near and far field radiation regions of a model propeller were considered 

separately. Firstly to determine if far field control affects the near field noise levels and 

secondly to determine how the far field noise levels are affected by near field control. It 

has been found that active noise control (ANC) of the propeller blade passing tone (BPT) 

can be achieved within the geometric near field, however the extent of the effective 

control is small. The near field optimized ANC can result in as much as 10.5 dB of 

reduction of the BPT, however this noise reduction can only be achieved over a small 

spatial region. For this experimental arrangement there is no effective ANC directly 

behind the propeller. Whenever ANC is optimized for near field noise it results in far 

field noise levels of up to 15.2 dB above the uncontrolled far field propeller levels. The 

far field optimized control shows no detrimental effects in the near field noise 

environment. 
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Nomenclature 

θ  angle 
δ  angle 
δ(x) Dirac delta function 
λ wavelength 
ω  radian frequency = 2πf 
Ω  radian frequency for propeller, ω=mBΩ  
χ  angle 
Ap  Area of propeller blade 
bp  propeller chord length at radius R 

B number of blades in propeller 
c speed of sound 1125 ft/s (13504 in/s, 343 m/s) 
D diameter of propeller rotation disk 
D drag force 
f  frequency Hz. 
K correction for finite solidity, nearly unity for small bp/R 
k wave number, 2π/λ = ω/c = 2πf/c 
L lift force 
m harmonic number 
prms root mean square pressure 
p'  linearized pressure 
pd

' dipole linearized pressure 
q sound field 
Q Torque 
Qc Torque Coefficient = Q/ρV2D2 
Qd dipole source strength 
r radial distance from centerline of propeller 
r0 radial distance in the X-Y plane 
Re Reynolds number 
Re effective radius, 0.8 RT 
RT tip radius of propeller blade 
t time, seconds 
tp thickness of propeller 
T Thrust 
Tc Thrust coefficient = T/ρV2D2 
UT tip speed of propeller 
V velocity of forward advance 
x distance along X-axis 
x vector in 3 space 
y distance along Y-axis 
y vector in 3 space 
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1.0 Introduction 

 

Propeller noise has been a major noise source around airport communities since the 

advent of powered aircraft flight, and continues to be so at small regional airports that 

support Fixed Based Operators with aircraft inventories comprised primarily of single 

and twin engined small aircraft. The noise impact from the propeller however is not 

limited to communities around airports but also heavily impacts passengers and flight 

crews. The beating of the pressure fluctuations and high-energy acoustic signals on the 

aircraft windscreen is the dominant source of the cabin noise inside small aircraft1,2; 

beating on the aircraft fuselage also causes structural damage to the aircraft due to 

structural fatigue. 

 

Although this problem is not new, it continues to be a source of concern since to date no 

effective means of controlling the propeller near or far field noise characteristics have 

been found. Mitigation methods exist for interior cabin noise reduction by way of 

feedback control systems that are based on signal detection and error control. These 

methods tend to have highly localized reduction fields and can in fact increase interior 

noise away from these "zones of silence". Very little has been done to use active noise 

control (ANC) methods to affect noise fields propagating away from the aircraft, 

although work has been done on quieting propeller blades by use of blade curvature 

techniques and other design and operational modifications. Despite the considerable 

advances that have been made in large commercial aircraft noise reduction, the smaller 

aircraft remain relatively noisy, both in the far field and within the aircraft cabin. Active 

noise control is a possibility for reduction of both the near and far field noise.  

 

Far field noise from a propeller aircraft is important because it causes a community noise 

problem in the neighborhood of airports. Near field propeller noise is a problem that may 

be associated with the aircraft cabin. Noise within the cabin is caused by vibration of 

panels and of the windscreen1,2. These vibrations are transmitted through the structure 

and are partly caused by the near field propeller noise that impinges on the windscreen 
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and fuselage. If the near field propeller noise can be reduced, the interior cabin noise can 

similarly be reduced. 

 

This work extends a previous study, which showed that global far field noise reduction of 

propeller noise is achievable by the use of feedforward active noise control3 utilizing the 

far field directivity of the propeller. The goal of this study is to consider how far field 

noise control affects the near field, and to obtain ANC reduction within the near field of 

the propeller. The implications of these studies are that it may be possible to have global 

propeller far field noise reduction based on active noise control, and using the same 

actuators, change the electronics to achieve near field noise control when desired. This 

could have major implications on noise impacted airport communities as well as improve 

aircraft flight crew performance, aircraft lifespan and fuselage fatigue performance. 

 

The ANC signals used are generated to match the far field directivity pattern of the 

propeller. Far field propeller noise has been studied for many years and is fairly well 

understood4. The propeller blade passing noise consists of a fundamental tone and its' 

harmonics, which can be modeled neatly with the basic acoustic radiation models 

including monopole, dipole and quadrupole sources5,6,7,8. The ANC method employed 

here uses the physical characteristics of propeller noise fields, namely a distinct far field 

directivity pattern, as the basis of a control algorithm in order to reduce that far field 

radiated noise. Ref. 3 describes the procedures and results of that work. 

 

As mentioned above, this work was intended to study the near field noise levels of the 

propeller under far field active noise control and to determine if it is possible to obtain 

near field noise control. While much of the apparatus of the earlier experiment remained, 

the signal processing and sampling portions of the original system were completely 

updated. A new signal processing system for the active noise control (ANC) signals was 

built from the ground up. The physical wiring system used for routing signals to the 

transducers and the ANC transducers themselves, as described in Ref. 3, were deployed 

unchanged. 
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2.0  Acoustic Multipoles and Compactness 

 

This section will detail a mathematical treatment of the basic acoustic radiation models, 

namely monopole and dipole sources. The goal of this treatment is to show 

mathematically how the physical elements are combined and manipulated as well as 

provide insight into the analysis of the results. 

 

The homogeneous wave equation in 3 space has the form: 

( 2
2

21
∇−

∂
∂
tc

) p' = 0  (2.1) 

which has the general form of a vibrational system without damping. i.e. 

m 
2

2

dt

d
x + kx = 0; 

It is useful to make the comparison because systems governed by the wave equation are 

essentially vibrational systems and many of the analysis methods are shared. The solution 

to this differential equation yields a homogeneous solution from which the natural 

response of the system is defined, as is also the case for the wave equation. 

 

One solution of the wave equation is the function ƒ(t-r/c)/r, which is undefined at r=0. 

Dowling and Ffowcs-Williams9 shows that the wave equation reduces to Laplace's 

equation near a singularity, which would therefore reduce the wave equation to the form  

-∇2(ƒ(t)/r) = 0. However the Laplace equation is finite in the limit as r → 0, and the 

integral of the Laplace equation can be evaluated as; 

 

∫
V

 ∇2(ƒ(t)/r) = 4πƒ(t)  as r → 0. 

 

Therefore, in evaluating the effect on an acoustic source, it is possible to say that in a 

volume that encloses the origin, the volume integral over the region approaches a finite 

sum in the limit as r → 0. 
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This result enables us to write the non-homogeneous wave equation in the form: 

 

( 2
2

21
∇−

∂
∂
tc

) ƒ(t)/r = 4πƒ(t) δ(x). 

 

where the delta function, δ(x), forces the homogeneous form for x≠0 (where δ(x) = 0), 

and the equation reduces to the finite result 4πƒ(t), at x=0. 

 

This important result has implications for the forced response of the acoustic system, 

which can be determined by adding the forcing term to the right hand side of the wave 

equation, as would be done in a typical vibrational response system, as follows: 

 

( 2
2

21
∇−

∂
∂
tc

) p' = q  (2.2) 

 

The forcing function in this case is an acoustic source field, which varies as q(y, t). Fig. 

2.1 below shows a source field located at the origin. An element of that source can be 

located at vector y, and the observer can be located at vector x. The radial distance from 

the observer to the source element, in 3 space is defined by x-y. 

Origin

Source Field, q

x

y

x-y

Observer

Source Element

 

Figure 2.1 Source Element to Observer Location 
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Combining the forcing function (source field), which is a function of y, and the wave 

equation yields: 

 

( 2
2

21
∇−

∂
∂
tc

) 
yx

yx
y

−

−
− ),(

c
tq

 = 4πƒ(t) δ(x-y) (2.3) 

 

By taking the integral of both sides of the equation, 

 

( 2
2

21
∇−

∂
∂
tc

) ∫ −

−
−

V

dV
c

tq

yx

yx
y ),(

 = ∫
V

4πƒ(t) δ(x-y) dV = q(x, t) 

 

and comparing to equation (2.2) the following result is obtained, as a solution for the 

pressure function p'. 

p'(x, t) = ∫ −

−
−

V

dV
c

tq

yx

yx
y

π4

),(
   (2.4) 

it also follows from a similar inspection that 

q(x, t) = ∫
V

q(y, t) δ(x-y) dV. 

 

If the source is compact, then x >> y, and equation (2.4) can be re-written as: 

 

p'(x, t) = Q(t-r/c) /4πr,  (2.5) 

 

where Q(t) = ∫
V

q(y, t-x/c) dV, and is defined as the source strength, and r = x. 
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Equation (2.5) refers to a source whose amplitude and phase are a function of time and 

displacement only. Therefore this source radiates equally in all directions, the definition 

of a monopole point source. Skudrzyk10 has pointed out that one differentiation of a 

monopole source field with respect to a coordinate of the source field will result in a 

dipole field. This results in the following: 

 

pd
'(x, t) = ∂/∂xi {Qdi(t-r/c) /4πr} 

 

pd
'(x, t) = ∂r/∂xi ∂/∂r {Qdi(t-r/c) /4πr}. 

 

Using an approximation for ∂r/∂xi = cos(θ), 

 

pd
'(x, t) = 

π
θ

4
)cos(

{1/rc ∂Qd/∂t – Qd/r
2}  (2.6) 

 

As can be seen, the dipole pressure amplitude field is dependent on time and 

displacement as well as cos(θ). This cosine dependence leads to phase amplitude changes 

in the field as a function of θ, and is responsible for the "figure eight" directivity pattern 

synonymous with dipole radiation. Equation (2.6) also shows two independent radiation 

decay rates, one a function of 1/r and the other a function of 1/r2. This important 

relationship is what has developed into the idea of near and far field radiation. The energy 

of the dipole source is split, the smaller portion (since it is based on a rate term) radiates 

away and becomes the far field sound field. The larger portion (since it is based on the 

source strength magnitude term), is reduced in amplitude much more quickly than the 

former, and never contributes to the far sound field. The mechanism that produces the θ 

variation in the sound field of the dipole, is the constructive and destructive interference 

of sound waves emanating from different locations on the sound source. Further, if we 

choose p' to be an outwardly propagating wave of the form: 

 

p'(x, t) = A* eiω(t - r/c)/r   (2.7) 
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where A* is complex constant, when substituted into equation (2.6) yields: 

 

p'(x, t) = 
π
θ

4
)cos(

{A* iω/rc – A*/r2} eiω(t - r/c)/r.  (2.8) 

 

this function also shows that the near field term, A*/r2, is of a complex form which 

suggests that the energy in the near field region is reactive, that is to say, that energy is 

being stored and released and is not all dissipative. 

 

It is interesting to note that the monopole source is only dependent on 1/r radiation, which 

means that all of the energy released from the source is propagated away from it. It is 

therefore a more efficient radiator than a dipole source. There is no near field component 

associated with the monopole sound source which means that in free space there are no 

interference patterns that would produce anything other than spherical spreading. 

Distributed sources that are made up of individual monopole sources do show 

interference effects however, by displaying far field directivity patterns. Such a 

distributed source would also show near field behavior as well, even though the 

individual monopole elements do not. 

2.1 Consideration of ANC of Point Source Dipoles 

Consider two point dipoles in the x-y plane separated by a distance "a" along the y-axis. 

An observer at a location (x,y) will see a contribution from both sources, each source will 

have a contribution to the observer location O, based on the geometry shown in Fig. 2.2. 

If one source is of amplitude S and the other of amplitude A (to represent an anti-noise 

source) then the different path lengths of each source to the observer will allow 

constructive and destructive interference to occur at O. 
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a

ra

r

+ -

- +

S

A

O (x,y)

xx = r Cos(θ)

= ra Cos(θa)

θ
a

θ

ra Sin(θa)

y = r Sin(θ)

X

Y

 

Figure 2.2.Geometry of Dipole Source and Anti-Noise to Observer 

Based on the geometry above: 

 

r2 = x2 + y2, where x = r cos(θ)� and y = r sin(θ) 

ra
2 = x2 +(y-a)2 

cos(θa) = ra/x = ra/r cos(θ) 

It follows then that: 

ra
2 = r2 cos2 θ + y2 + a2 – 2 a y 

 

which simplifies to: 

ra = (r2 + a2 – 2 a r sin(θ))1/2. 

 

Define then the pressure associated with the source and the anti-noise as: 
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POs = Acoustic pressure at the O due to source 

 

POa = Acoustic pressure at O due to anti-noise, 

 

then for active noise cancellation to occur the following must be true: 

 

POs + POa = 0. 

From equation 2.6 above: 

 

POs = 
π
θ

4
)cos(

{1/rc ∂Sd/∂t – Sd/r
2} due to the source, and 

 

POa = 
π
θ

4

)cos( a {1/rac ∂Ad/∂t – Ad/ra
2} due to the anti-noise, 

 

for harmonic sources, the condition that POs + POa must = 0 yields: 

 

S
π
θ

4
)cos(

{iω/rc – 1/r2} ei(ωt - ωr/c) + A
π
θ

4

)cos( a {iω/rac – 1/ra
2} ei(ωt - ωra/c) = 0 

 

Assuming that the system is set up for far field noise cancellation where the anti-noise is 

matched in amplitude but 180° out of phase, by definition then A = -S. The above 

equation reduces to: 

 

π
θ

4
)cos(

{iω/rc – 1/r2} ei(ωt - ωr/c) = 
π
θ

4
)cos(

{iω/rac – 1/ra
2} ei(ωt - ωra/c)  

 

Given this formulation for far field noise cancellation, the question can be asked: can this 

system also deliver near field noise cancellation and if so, at what locations? In order to 

make this determination an examination of the r and θ terms compared to the ra and θa 

terms yields the following results. From above: 
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ra = (r2 + a2 – 2 a r sin(θ))1/2 

and, 

cos(θa) = (r2 + a2 – 2 a r sin(θ))1/2/r cos(θ) 

 

decay rates and phases will only match if ra = r. i.e. 

 

ra
2 = r2 + a2 – 2 a r sin(θ) = r2 

or, 

a2 – 2 a r sin(θ) = 0. 

 

a = 0 yields a trivial solution, which implies coincident source and anti-noise, however 

for a ≠ 0: 

a = 2 r sin(θ) 

This solution implies that the source and anti noise are mirror images of one another as 

shown in the figure below. Equal distances from the observer, O. However not only must 

the amplitudes and phases match but the resultant field directivity must also be in sync.  

 

r

+ -

- +

S

A

O (x,y)

xx = r Cos(θ)

θ

y = r Sin(θ)

X

Y

a = 2r Sin(θ)

ra
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Therefore, cos(θ) must also = cos(θa), for that to be true. Using the definitions above, 

 

cos(θ) = cos(θa) = ra/r cos(θ) 

 

re-arranging the outer terms yields, 

r cos2(θ) = ra 

and substituting for ra yields, 

r cos2(θ) = (r2 + a2 – 2 a r sin(θ))1/2. 

 

If the distance "a" is restricted to either: 0 (coincident source and anti-noise) or 2 r sin(θ) 

(equidistant from the observer) then the following results are obtained: 

 

a = 0, which by definition yields another coincident solution and, 

 

a = 2 r sin(θ) which yields: 

 

r cos2(θ) = (r2 + 4 r2 sin2(θ) – 4 r2 sin2(θ))1/2 

 

which reduces to: 

r cos2(θ) = r 

or, 

cos(θ) = 1 → θ = 0. 

 

which further suggests that the source and anti-noise must be coincident in space in order 

to achieve simultaneous near and far field control. 

 

In summary, these results indicate that if A = -S and a ≠ 0 then there is no location at 

which near and far field noise can be cancelled by using one anti-noise location and 

phase. 
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3.0  Propeller Noise Fundamentals 

 

Real propeller noise can be subdivided into two acoustic categories, a harmonically 

dominated element and a broadband element. The harmonic elements are attributable to 

the regular rotation of the propeller, and are directly related to the blade passing 

frequency. The broadband element is suggestive of more random elements for which 

vortex shedding and unsteady blade loading are obvious candidates. The rotational 

elements of the blade passing tone (BPT) were successfully treated and formalized in a 

theory of propeller noise that came as a German language paper written by L. Gutin in 

1936, this paper was later revised for the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 

(NACA) in 19485. Gutin identified the thrust and torque (drag) blade loading components 

as contributors however this approach did not include the blade thickness. The blade 

thickness was later added by Deming6 and completed by Gutin11. Deming made the 

measurements to support the validity of both works, however the theoretical results were 

in general 3 dB lower than the measurements. Mofery11 suggests that the combination of 

Gutin and Deming's works yields sufficiently accurate results (< 3 dB of error) for the 

lower order harmonics (< 8th harmonic). Mofery also elaborates on other works that were 

relevant to propeller acoustics including relevant historical development up to 1973. 

Farassat12 has updated this paper to include relevant formulations that are more amenable 

to finite element analysis up to 1981. Both Farassat and Hanson13 have papers detailing 

modern propeller theory, the former in the time domain and the latter in the frequency 

domain. 

 

For this work the simple results predicted by Gutin without mean flow is adequate. 

Gutin's approach decomposed the thrust and torque components with Fourier analysis, 

treating each element as separate and independent components, then summing each 

contribution at the end of the analysis. These elements are the resultant pressure 

distributions that create lift and drag forces on the blade. The air itself is acted upon by 

the propeller pressure distributions as the propeller passes through the quiescent air mass, 

imparting said pressure distribution to the air mass for the duration of time that the 
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propeller is in contact with that air. At any fixed point on the propeller disk there are a 

pair of positive and negative pressure distributions (one each for the front and rear faces 

of the blade) that pulse each time a blade passes that point on the disk. This is the classic 

interpretation of a dipole source. Gutin has shown that the span wise pressure distribution 

can be resolved into a point force acting at 80% of the blade radius, and still have good 

agreement with measured data for the lower harmonics. Each blade has some angle-of-

attack which gives rise to a drag force on the blade. This drag force produces a torque 

component, which can be considered in the same manner as above with similar 

conclusions. The thrust and torque components can be considered normal to each other, 

thus there is a 90° phase shift. 

 

The thickness of the propeller blade causes air to be displaced as the blade passes through 

the air. An equal volume of air is displaced on each side of the blade during this process. 

At a fixed point on the rotation disk there is therefore a pulsation of volume that occurs 

each time a blade passes. This again is a classic description of a monopole source for 

which the thickness noise is modeled exactly.  

 

The Gutin equations for the far field radiative patterns for the dipole and monopole 

sources are shown below. The equations have been distilled to the specifics of these 

measurements, i.e. the 1st harmonic of a 2 bladed propeller. More general expressions can 

be found in the relevant references. These equations can be used to determine a 

feedforward control algorithm in order to produce active noise control, as discussed later. 

After simplifications that include elimination of a near field term (1/r2 terms) and 

resolving the pressure distribution to 0.8RT, Gutin's equation for the 1st harmonic of a 

two-bladed propeller has the following form: 

 

prms = 
2

1

0crπ
Ω

{-T cos δ + 2
eR

cQ
Ω

} J2(kRe sin δ)  (3.1) 

 

where δ is the angle between the observer the x-axis, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The remaining 

variable definitions are given in the nomenclature. 
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δ = observer angle in XY plane
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Figure 3.1 Geometry used to determine the Far Field Radiation Pattern 

 

Deming's equation for the thickness component for the 1st harmonic of a 2 bladed 

propeller has the form: 

 

prms = 
0

2

2 rπ
ρϖ

 ∫
TR

0

2 Ktpbp J2(kRe sin δ) dR  (3.2) 

 

These variables are also depicted in Fig. 3.1 and given in the nomenclature. 
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The broadband component of the propeller noise can be modeled as a quadrupole source. 

Richards and Mead4 show an equation for the sound intensity, the RMS result of which 

has the form: 

 

prms = p
T Ak

rc

U 4.0

0

3

(Re)
cos −δρ

 (3.3) 

 

This equation decays with 1/r dependence, however it is a quadrupole source and as such 

is a very poor radiator of acoustic energy. Further, the measurements made do not show a 

strong broadband component. For these reasons and others this component of the 

propeller noise was not considered. 

 

The relative phase relationship between all of the forcing components is very critical in 

order to model the complete acoustic behavior of the propeller. The far field directivity of 

the propeller is shown in Fig. 3.2, which also shows the relative phase of the individual 

components. The figure shows the directivity of both propeller blades, each blade's 

response is a mirror image of the other. The thickness noise is a monopole element 

however the torque component (which is a dipole element in the plane of the propeller 

rotations) also behaves as a monopole in the plane perpendicular to the rotation of the 

propeller. The torque and thickness component are both controlled by the Bessel function 

J2(k Re sin δ) as clearly shown in equation 3.1 (torque component) and 3.2 (thickness 

component) respectively. For the thickness component this function is always positive 

and hence is always in phase forward and aft of the propeller rotation plane. The thrust 

component is controlled by –cos δ J2(k Re sin δ) (thrust component of equation 3.1) 

which is positive where cos δ is negative because of the minus sign. Consequently, the 

thrust term is 180° out of phase relative to the other terms where cos δ is positive. This 

occurs at π/2 < δ < 3π/2. The sum of these components is depicted in Fig. 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2 Directivity Patterns for Thrust, Torque and Thickness. 

 

Hubbard and Regier7 formulated an expression for the near field pressure in their 1950 

report, which is based on Gutin's work, but without the simplifications. The equation is 

shown below and is based on the geometry shown in Fig. 3.3. Hubbard and Regier show 

that the equation compares very well with measured data. 

 

prms = 
224

1

π
( { ∫

π2

0

(Tx + 
eR

Qy θsin
) 

3

1

r
[cos(2θ + kr) + kr sin(2θ + kr)] dθ}2 +  

{ ∫
π2

0

(Tx + 
eR

Qy θsin
) 

3

1

r
[cos(2θ + kr) - kr sin(2θ + kr)] dθ}2 )1/2  (3.4) 

where r = θcos2222 yRRyx ee −++  
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RT

X, Y, Z = Cartesian coordinates
X', Y', Z' = axiz with origin at source element
r = observer radial
r0 = observer radial in X-Y plane
RT = propeller radius
θ = angle between X axis and source element
δ = angle between X' and observer radial, r
χ = angle between Y' and observer radial, r
ν = angle between Z' and observer radial, r
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Figure 3.3 Geometry used to determine the near field noise levels 
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4.0  Feedforward Active Noise Control of a Model Propeller 

 

A control algorithm can be based on feedback or feedforward control. Most systems are 

based on the former. The difference between the two control methods stem mostly from 

the accuracy of the available system model and the level of complexity of the 

implementation. In a properly designed feedback control system a reference sensor is 

used to detect the source signal, an error sensor is used to detect the field response, and a 

control algorithm is employed to adapt the output signal so as to detect a minimum signal 

from the error sensor. Design details include placement and distribution of reference and 

especially error detectors. The placement of error detectors is critical to the effectiveness 

of the control implementation in the particular case where control needs to be exercised 

over a large area or volume. There does not need to be a system model in feedback 

implementations because there is a detector for the reference source signal and its 

properties can be assessed at runtime in order to generate a mitigation signal. Models can 

be used however in order to improve calculation efficiency and to increase system 

response time by predicting results based on the model. In feedforward control there need 

not be a detector for the source signal, instead, an accurate model of the reference source 

can be developed and that model used to develop a mitigation signal. Feedforward 

control is used in situations where an accurate mathematical model of a process exists 

such that its implementation in a control scheme results in stable performance. Emphasis 

must be placed on accurate and stable performance, since in feedforward control there is 

no feedback mechanism and, should errors be introduced, the control action cannot 

compensate leading to inevitable instability. 

 

A feedforward approach is eminently possible and well considered in the case of active 

noise control of broadband and narrow band signals14. In the case where the anti-noise 

signal is based on a non-acoustic sensor, the noise-canceling algorithm is then free of 

undesired feedback that could cause the system to go unstable. If an acoustic sensor is 

used to detect the source signal, care must be taken to isolate the reference sensor from 

the anti-noise signal in order not to corrupt the reference signal. If the reference sensor is 
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not properly isolated, then feedback will occur in the ANC system and the system will 

attempt to cancel a signal of its own making and thereby become unstable. Fig. 4.1 below 

depicts the case of the far field control system used in this study. In this scheme the non-

acoustic sensor is used to sense the propeller rotation and in turn generate an ANC signal. 

The ANC signal is then fed into the ANC transducers, which produces the canceling 

signal. An error microphone is used for system identification and to calibrate the ANC 

signal to properly align with the source. In theory this step requires only a noise 

amplitude adjustment since the phase relationship is known. In practice a phase change is 

required to account for those phase changes brought about by signal conditioning in the 

electronics. Once calibrated the ANC system will continue running in an open loop 

fashion, without feedback and without adaptation. 

Noise Source

Sync Signal
LED emitter/
detector

Sampling 
Filtering and
ANC Signal
Deployment

Error Algorithm

Anti-Noise
Speakers

Error Sensor

Schematic of a Narrowband Feedforward Active Noise Control System 

e(n)

y(n)

x(n)

 

Figure 4.1 Schematic of a Narrowband Feedforward Active Noise Control System 

 

The feedforward mechanism used in this study is based on the well-established directivity 

patterns associated with far field propeller noise and the ability to model this directivity 

using the basic monopole and dipole acoustic sources. The more broadband elements 

were not considered because the quadrupole radiation pattern is inefficient. The far field 
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directivity of the propeller based on the theoretical results is shown in Fig. 3.2. Although 

both the thrust and torque components are dipole sources they are contained in planes 

normal to one another. Hence the thrust component exhibits the expected dipole radiation 

pattern (Fig. 3.2a), while the torque component exhibits a monopole radiation pattern in 

the plane normal to the plane of the propeller rotation (Fig. 3.2b). Further, each blade of a 

two bladed propeller will exhibit the described source behavior, that is, each blade will 

pulse the air mass in contact with it and the resulting acoustic sources are symmetric 

about the axis of the propeller. The combined thrust and torque components are displayed 

in Fig. 3.2c. The far field radiation pattern associated with the blade thickness noise 

would be similar to that shown in Fig. 3.2b. 

 

The relative amplitudes of the thrust to torque components can be determined from 

propeller design criteria. Weick15 has shown that the Thrust Coefficient, Tc, and the 

Torque Coefficient, Qc, can be estimated from a chart of Tc, Qc vs. propeller radius. From 

this chart the ratio of thrust to torque is determined to be 2.6, at 80% of the blade radius. 

The phase difference between the three source components can be determined from the 

theoretical results. The relative source amplitude of 2.6 and these phase differences are 

exploited in order to implement the anti-noise signal produced by the ANC transducers. 

 

Since the relative phase and amplitudes of the individual noise components are known, 

and once determined relatively fixed, it is not strictly necessary to make a system 

identification in order to control the combined sources. In fact their relative behavior is 

one of the cornerstones of this implementation. Once the propeller rotation can be sensed 

accurately, all of the signal processing can be determined from that one parameter. This is 

one of the strengths of feedforward control method. This method uses existing knowledge 

rather than "identifying" the system to determine this information again. 
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5.0  Implementation 

5.1 Physical Apparatus and Setup 

 
16' 8" (42 cm)

17' 8"
(44.5 cm)

ICD

ANC
Trnasducer

Far Field
Probe

Near Field Probes

Propeller

Plan View

 

Figure 5.1. Layout and Photograph of Anechoic Chamber with relative location of 

Propeller and Near and Far Field Measurement Locations 

The experiment was carried out in the anechoic chamber at the Center for Sound and 

Vibration at North Carolina State University. The chamber is anechoic to a cut-off 

frequency of 125 Hz., which is well below our frequency of interest at 404 Hz. The 

chamber interior space is 16' 8" ((5.1 m) by 17' 8" (5.4 m) with a volume of 4025 ft.3 

(114 m3). The test article is positioned as shown above. 

 

The model propeller has two blades and is 12" (=30.5 cm) in diameter. The propeller is 

mounted to a motor that is bolted to the floor of the anechoic chamber. An inflow control 

device (ICD) is situated in front of the propeller. The function of the ICD is to reduce the 

scale of the turbulent eddies that impinges on the propeller, from circulatory flows that 

are set up inside the chamber while the propeller is turning. These eddies can cause other 

sources of noise at the blade passing frequency that cannot be controlled by the methods 

outlined here (since they are random in nature). The ANC transducers are located on the 

periphery of the ICD which has its opening in the plane of the propeller rotation. There 
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are 4 ANC transducers at 90° separations from one another at top, right, bottom and left 

of the propeller. 

 

The signal processing portions of the setup are located outside of the chamber and consist 

of a personal computer running Windows NT© by Microsoft Corporation. The computer 

contains an ISA standard card containing a TMS320C32® DSP Texas Instruments chip. 

Separately there is another ISA card that functions as the analog to digital and digital to 

analog converter, this card is capable of 4 input and 4 output channels each sampling at 

100 kHz. Both pieces were obtained from Spectrum Signal Processing and are specified 

as an Indy DSP board and an ISA Carrier board (equipped with 2 IP Control modules) 

respectively. There is a cable link between the ISA Carrier board and the Indy board, 

which allows data to be transferred between the Input/Output functions of the Carrier 

board and the DSP module. Development software was donated under a Texas 

Instrument university program and consisted of a C compiler, an Assembler and a 

linker16,17. A copy of GO DSP Code Composer18 was also provided for debugging the 

DSP code. 

5.2 Propeller Noise Directivity and its Active Noise Control 

 

With the basic understanding of propeller noise directivity outlined in section 3, it seems 

possible to be able to use acoustic transducers to create the basic acoustic sources 

(monopoles and dipoles) and combine the resulting elements in such a way as to match 

the propeller far field directivity pattern, but opposite in phase. The ANC transducers 

consist of two speakers enclosed back-to-back with a separating partition between them. 

Each transducer is designed to be able to spherically pulse like a monopole source (by 

sending the same signal matched amplitude and phase to the front and rear speakers of 

the transducer), as well as "swoosh" like a dipole (by sending opposite phase signal of 

equal amplitude to front and rear speakers). It has been shown that global reduction of the 

BPT can be achieved in the far field by this exact approach of properly combining 

monopole and dipole Anti-Noise sources3. In that study, and this one, monopole and 

dipole sources are combined to match the far field radiation pattern of the propeller to 
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formulate a feedforward control law to achieve noise control of the BPF fundamental 

tone. The nature of near field noise and source compactness, both of the propeller source 

and of the Active Noise Control (ANC) transducers, are central to this study. 

 

5.3 Propeller Near Field and Active Noise Control 

 

The character of near field propeller noise is very different from the far field noise. The 

near field is a reactive region in which energy is stored and released through 

hydrodynamic processes. The mean energy in the near field reactive region is zero, and 

this energy does not dissipate with time except for small dissipation in the form of heat 

and internal friction4. This energy also decays rapidly and does not contribute to the far 

field. It is shown mathematically in section 2.1 that the near field and far field cannot be 

controlled simultaneously unless the source and anti-source are coincident. In practice, if 

the anti-sources are not physically close to the propeller blades, the different distances to 

an observer will alter the constructive-destructive effects of the waves in a non-linear 

fashion within the near field. Noise cancellation within the near field is achieved at a 

specific location only by "tuning" the phase of the anti-noise with respect to the propeller 

noise. The reactive region of the near field has been referred to as the Hydrodynamic near 

field, as different from the Geometric near field, which can be considered as a measure of 

the compactness of the source. Both of these characteristics of the near field makes it 

difficult to make predictions about its' behavior. 

 

The compactness of a complex source is an indicator of how well the constructive and 

destructive interference effects that determine the far field radiation pattern of the source 

have been completed. If for a complex source an observer cannot differentiate between 

the elements of the source then the source is said to be compact. If however, an observer 

is close enough to the source that it is possible to discriminate between the different 

constituent source elements then the source is not compact. This effect also applies to the 

relative scale of the source dimension to the wavelength of interest. When tuning the 

ANC system to obtain near field control it will still be necessary to have some level of 
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compactness of the ANC transducers, otherwise this method of control will be degraded. 

All active noise control techniques in some way or other rely on phase cancellation and 

the principle of superposition in order to achieve noise reduction. In this implementation 

the combination of all of the ANC transducers are superimposed in order to achieve far 

field cancellations. 

 

The near and far field energies dissipate at different rates and are shown to decay 

according to a 1/r2 and 1/r variation respectively, from the source to the far field region. 

The source and anti-noise sources used in this study can be represented by the following 

expression: 

 

S(1/r2 + 1/r) and ΣAi(1/rai
2 + 1/rai) 

 

where S and Ai represent the source and anti-noise (of each ANC transducer) amplitudes 

respectively and r and rai are the source and anti-noise to observer radii respectively. If 

cancellation in the near field is possible then an anti-noise source would have to be tuned 

such that the near field terms cancel. For cancellation to occur both the amplitudes must 

match, and the phase difference must be 180°. The geometric relation between the 

propeller and the ANC transducers in this study would require that the phase and 

amplitudes of each transducer be tuned to match a specific location in the near field. This 

result is intimated from the results of section 2.1 as well as the fact that there is no 

defined directivity within the near field, because of it's non-linear nature and because the 

interference effects that result in far field directivity are not complete. Since the phase 

and amplitude relationship that defines the anti-noise output is not separately controlled 

for each transducer, it is not possible to balance the control in the near field between the 

different transducer elements. This is an important distinction because inside the 

transducer ring and close in to the propeller it is anticipated that the phase relationship 

and amplitude of the source and anti-noise elements are very complicated and not as 

predictable as the far field. Thus, in the above formulation the Ai terms and associated 

phase are the same for each transducer. Only the radial distance to the observer will be 

different. 
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Figure 5.2 Relation of Source, Anti-Noise and Observer in the Near Field. 

 

It therefore seems likely that near field control could not be achieved by using a matched 

directivity method as employed for the far field. Two question remain, 1) how does far 

field control affect the near field and 2) what effect does a single phase and amplitude 

change (attempting to control the near field with the methodology in place) have on the 

near field. 

5.4  Analog and Digital Input/Output 

 

Analog and digital input/output (I/O) was achieved with the aid of a module specifically 

designed for control systems implementations. Two IP Control modules that comprise the 

input/output portion of this system (when combined in the ISA carrier board) were 

purchased from Spectrum Signal Processing. The modules are capable of 100 kHz 
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sampling rate, however, for this application a maximum of 25 kHz was used. Whereas a 

higher sampling rate is always better for signal reconstruction it also considerably 

reduces the time available between samples for making calculations. In the event that the 

calculation time should exceed the sampling period then the causality relationship 

between the source and anti-noise will be lost and the calculated output signals will no 

longer match the ongoing noise signal. A 25 kHz sampling rate will easily satisfy the 

Nyquist criteria for a 404 Hz tone (about 31 times over sampling), and will also guarantee 

adequate sampling for up to the 5th harmonic. The lower sampling rate was achieved by 

resetting the timer interrupts on the module to a slower reload and repeat rate. Data from 

the I/O, modules were buffered until requested by the DSP processor. Source code to 

show how the I/O and other functions inter-operate can be found in appendix D. 

 

The sampling period at 25 kHz is 40 µs. The measured delay in the sampling, filtering 

and signal generation system is 969 µs. This delay was measured by injecting a sine wave 

at 404 (±5) Hz into the input port. The signal is sampled and filtered and an anti-noise 

signal developed and directed to the output port. The output signal is compared to the 

input signal and the time lag between the input and output signals are annotated. The 

combined delay of the ANC system (969 µs), and one sample delay at 25 kHz sampling 

rate (40 µs), is approximately 1 ms, when input and output signals are compared. 

 

5.5  Signal Processing for Monopole and Dipole ANC Signals 

 

Those signals processed include the propeller rotation sensor and the anti-noise signals to 

the transducers. The propeller rotation sensor is a light emitting and detecting diode that 

is mounted to the propeller stand. As the propeller rotates each blade will produce a 

square pulse from the diode that is a little less than 10% duty cycle. This signal is 

sampled by the I/O board at a rate of 25 kHz, and is then band pass filtered by the DSP. 

The specifics of the filter are shown in Table 5.1 where A and C, and B and D would 

represent the poles and zeroes of the filter respectively. The frequency response and 
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phase characteristics of the filter are shown in Fig. 5.3. Fig. 5.4 and 5.5 below shows the 

sensor signal and the resulting filtered output respectively. 

 

 

Matlab commands: 

 

[B, A] = cheby1(3, 0.5, [300/12500 500/12500]); 

[D, C] = impz(B, A, 300); 

Table 5.1 Matlab commands to reproduce band pass filter used in DSP 
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Figure 5.3 Frequency and Phase Response of 300-500 Hz Bandpass Filter 
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Figure 5.4 Raw Propeller Rotation Sensor Signal (Time Domain) 
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Figure 5.5 Band Pass Filtered Propeller Rotation Signal (Time Domain) 

 

The sensor signal in the form of a square pulse (Fig. 5.4) is filtered by a 300-500 Hz 

bandpass filter, which produces a signal that is almost a pure sine wave (Fig. 5.5). A 

perfect filter design would have been able to achieve a more perfect sine wave, however 

because of the limitations of the DSP in this study, an approximation of the IIR filter 

(detailed above and shown in Fig. 5.3) was used. Although the filtered result is not a 
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perfect sine wave it was still able to achieve cancellation of the blade passing tone of the 

propeller. However, since it is not a pure tone itself, the anti-noise sources will be adding 

small amounts of energy to the overall noise field at the other frequencies that are 

components of the filtered anti-noise signal. 

 

The DSP used in this experiment is a single precision floating point processor based on 

the Texas Instruments TMS320C30 digital signal processor. Because it is a single 

precision microprocessor it could not be relied on to achieve the accuracy needed to 

calculate an Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter19,20 like a Chebyshev Type I, as shown 

above in Table 5.1 and Fig. 5.3. Although the IIR filter can accomplish steeper rolloffs 

the calculation required to implement them require a successive levels of recursion using 

the results of previous calculations. Without the benefit of a double precision floating 

point type, the accumulated errors tend to drive the calculations unstable after calculating 

only a few coefficients. Therefore a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) approximation of the 

IIR filter is calculated by using the Matlab "impz" function. The impz function calculates 

the impulse response of the IIR filter, which has the difference equation form of a FIR 

filter. The advantage is that a more sophisticated filter can be designed even though the 

final filter coefficients are a truncated version of the actual impulse response. The 

resulting filter performance is better than designing a FIR filter. In essence, because the 

FIR filter implementation is not recursed, the single precision DSP can carry out the filter 

calculations necessary for this implementation. The coefficients for the FIR calculations 

are determined using more accurate double precision results within Matlab, and those 

coefficients are used in the single precision non-recursed calculations in the real-time 

application. The actual filter coefficients are shown with the commands in appendix E. 

As table 5.1 shows, the FIR approximation is comprised of 300 coefficients as calculated 

by the impz function. 

 

The goal of the signal processing is to produce an ANC signal that is 180° out of phase 

with the propeller BPT, while at the same time matching the far field directivity of the 

propeller. The discussion in section 3 indicates that by concentrating on the monopole 

and dipole source elements it is possible to achieve a comprehensive although not total 
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ANC of the propeller fundamental tone in the far field. Also, the dipole signal has a phase 

lag of 90° from the monopole signal. By sending the appropriate signal to each ANC 

transducer it is possible to produce monopole and dipole signals that control the ANC 

signal directivity when all four transducers are combined. 

 

The monopole ANC signal is determined from the filtered square pulse of the propeller 

sensor. Except for phase shifts due to filtering and amplification this signal should be 

matched to the propeller rotation. Multiplication of this signal by –1 is equivalent to a 

180° phase lag. The dipole signal 90° phase lag to the monopole signal can be 

accomplished by adding a delay to the signal previously determined for the monopole. 

The time between samples for a sampling rate of 25 kHz is 40 µs. The period of a 404 Hz 

signal is 2.5 ms, therefore the number of whole samples contained in that period and 

representing a complete waveform is 61. Further, the number of complete samples 

representing a 90° phase lag is 15 samples (i.e. approximately Integer(61/4)). Thus, by 

delaying the monopole signal by 15 samples we can produce a signal with the proper 

phase for the dipole element. 

 

With these two signal elements, a monopole (in name only) signal is produced from the 

filtered propeller rotation sensor and multiplied by –1 to produce a 180° phase shift. A 

dipole (also, in name only) signal is made by delaying the monopole signal by 15 

samples, it is now possible to try to reproduce real monopole and dipole signals on the 

ANC transducers to match the propeller directivity. This is accomplished by first, adding 

the monopole to the dipole signal and outputting it to channel one, and then adding the 

monopole signal to –1 times the dipole signal and putting that out on channel two. The 

monopole signal must be output "in phase" to the front and rear speaker in the ANC 

transducer. The dipole signal is 180  "out-of-phase" between front and rear speakers. 

These two channels are then converted from the digital to the analog domain, amplified, 

and split into 4 equal elements before being sent to the transducers. At this point the 

experiment utilizes procedures outlined in Ref. 3 to accomplish the signal routing to 

generate the far field monopole and dipole radiation patterns. 
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The amplitude of the monopole and dipole signals could be determined either by use of 

the relative thrust to torque ratio calculated in section 4, or by use of the measured 

propeller levels along radials at 90° and 135°. Fig. 3.2a and b shows that the thickness 

and torque elements and the thrust element have maxima at 90° and 135° respectively. 

Further, the thickness and torque elements (the monopole component) have a maxima 

where the thrust element (the dipole component) has a minima. Thus, by measuring the 

amplitude of the thickness and torque elements at 90° the influence of the thrust element 

can be eliminated. The calculated thickness and torque amplitude can then be backed out 

of the amplitude measured for the thrust along the 135° radial, where the thrust element is 

a maximum. 

 

From the measured date we have: 

 

prms= 89.3 dBSPL at θ=90°, r=82" (208.3 cm) - predominantly monopole, 

 

prms= 86 dBSPL at θ=135°and r=82" (208.3 cm) - sum of monopole and dipole elements. 

 

The value of J2(k Re sin δ) term at δ=135° is half of the value at δ=90°. Therefore the 

amplitude of the signal at the halfway point (135° subdivides the quadrant) is a half that 

of the maximum. For pressure amplitudes, that equates to a loss of 6 dB. 

 

Hence at 135° the monopole element is 89.3 – 6 = 83.3 dBSPL. 

 

If the sum of the two elements is 86 dB at 135° then the dipole element must be 75.3 dB, 

by decibel subtraction. 

 

This gives the resulting pressure amplitude ratio of the monopole 2.4 times larger than 

the dipole. As calculated in section 4 this ratio was 2.6. However, as implemented in the 

control method an empirical ratio of 3.4, monopole to dipole amplitude, worked best. 

This means that the dipole amplitude is 29% that of the monopole. This would suggest 
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that the model propeller is not as efficient as the blades summarized in Weick15 (i.e. the 

combined torque and thickness components are relatively larger for the model propeller). 

It also suggests that there may be other factors making contributions to the far noise field 

(such as the broadband noise element previously discarded, and measurement errors) that 

are not accounted for in either Weick or the theoretical results used above. These 

peripheral contributions are small however, and the imperical results are close to those 

based on consideration of thickness, torque and thrust alone. 

 

The above description is succinctly captured in the table below. 

ANC Signal Type Individual Transducer Action 
Monopole element Filter the propeller rotation sensor then multiply the 

signal by –1 to produce a 180° phase shift. 
Dipole element Delay the monopole element by 15 samples to produce 

a 90° phase shift. Multiply by 0.29 
Front Transducer elements The front speaker element of each transducer will 

receive a signal that is the monopole element plus –1 
times the dipole element. This becomes channel one 
output. 

Rear Transducer elements The rear transducer elements will receive a signal that 
is the monopole element plus the dipole element. This 
becomes channel two output. 

ANC Monopole and Radiation 
Pattern 

Amplify the channel #1 signal and use a speaker wiring 
scheme to output this signal, in phase, to the rear 
element of all 4 ANC transducer elements. Repeat for 
the channel #2 signal, which will come from the front 
of all 4 ANC transducer elements. The monopole 
portion of each channel will then come from each 
transducer element, front and back, in phase. 

ANC Dipole Radiation Pattern Similarly, the dipole signal comes out of the front of 
each transducer with a 180° phase to the dipole signal 
coming out of the rear. The front dipole signals will all 
be in phase with each other, the rear signals will be in 
phase with each other. 

Table 5.2 Description of the procedure used to create Monopole and Dipole 
radiation patterns. 
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5.6  Near Field Probes to Measure Propeller Noise levels 

 

In order to gather accurate representational data of the relative variation in level between 

the near and far field levels, a specially designed probe was used to take the 

measurements. The probe was used to measure acoustic pressure pulses in an overall 

noisy environment that included airflow effects that could impinge upon a microphone 

diaphragm and be misrepresented as an acoustic signal. Further, the airflow disturbances 

can occur at the blade passing frequency and thus corrupt the measurements of that signal 

by indicating a higher level than the true propeller noise. 

 

 

Figure 5.6 Near Field Probe Layout 

Fig. 5.6 above shows the layout of the near field probes. The probes themselves are each 

12.75" (32.4 cm) long with a 0.045" (11 mm) diameter opening that is the primary 

acoustic opening. The acoustic opening is 1.2" (3 cm) form the tip of the probe and for 

these measurements the opening was always oriented such that the hole pointed in the 
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positive z-direction (towards the top of the chamber). The tip of the probe is smooth and 

pointed in order to reduce the possibility of vortex shedding or other flow related 

disturbances. The other end of the probe is attached to 64" of Tygon R3603 tubing which 

in turn is attached to a probe adapter for B&K microphone, where the signals are 

detected. 

 

Fig. 5.7 and 5.8 shows the spectrum of the probe signal comparing the case when the 

probe opening is open and closed at 12.5" and 4" from the propeller blade center of 

rotation along the 135° radial. Fig. 5.9 and 5.10 compares the probe levels as measured in 

the far field to a free field microphone (B&K Type 3134 Pressure Microphone) with and 

without ANC reduction. These charts show that there is 36 and 31 dB of signal to noise 

available using the probe at 4" (10 cm) and 12.5" (32 cm) respectively. Further, in a 

quieter area of the propeller wake measurements were made to compare the probe and a 

microphone, but this time with and without ANC. The pre-control results show that the 

probe is 3 dB quieter than the microphone, with control the probe is 7 dB quieter than the 

microphone. These results would suggest that there are residual effects of the propeller 

wake and other random effects at the blade passing frequency. These effects are not noise 

due to the propeller rotation however, and are possibly due to the intrusion of the 

microphone and its support mechanisms (tripods etc.) into the noise environment. The 

extra noise is then due to the beating of flow against the measurement device at a periodic 

rate associated with the blade passing frequency. By utilizing the probe for the 

measurements it is possible then to isolate the effects of the propeller noise before control 

is applied. The probes will measure the effective reduction more accurately for the same 

reason. 
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Probe Open and Closed Ports at 12.5"
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Figure 5.7 Comparison of Probe levels with the Probe Hole open and closed at 12.5" 

along the 135°° radial. 

Probe Open and Closed Ports at 4"
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Figure 5.8 Comparison of Probe levels with the Probe Hole open and closed at 4" 
along the 135°° radial. 
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Probe Levels vs. Microphone
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Figure 5.9 Comparison of Probe and Microphone levels without ANC reduction. 

Probe Levels vs Microphone with Noise Reduction 
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Figure 5.10 Comparison of Probe and Microphone levels with ANC reduction. 
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A limited comparison has been made of near field levels measured in Hubbard and 

Regier7 (Fig. 6, p.7), and are shown in Table 4.3 below. Hubbard and Regier used 

microphones for their measurements and the measurements were made outside of the 

wake of the propeller at various distances d, along a line parallel to the propeller 

centerline. The measurement locations would then traverse in positive and negative 

directions from a center point defined by the plane of rotation of the propeller, annotated 

as ± x. The measurements made for this study have been made behind the plane of 

rotation of the propeller using the probes as outlined above. To make the comparison the 

Hubbard and Regier data were fixed at x/D = 0.25 (in front the plane of rotation of the 

propeller, D being the diameter of the propeller, and away from the propeller wake) and 

the distance to the propeller d, varied. This was compared to probe data that was 

measured along the 135° radial behind the propeller. The Hubbard and Regier data was 

recorded as d/D, and x/D. The probe data was similarly normalized using the physical 

parameters of this study, and the corresponding location compared. These corresponded 

to (x,y) locations in this study at (6.5, 3), (7, 3) and (7.5, 3) see Appendix C. These data 

show that the rates of decay of the near field energies are very similar especially when 

considering that the measurements were made at different physical locations and with 

very different acoustic sensors. While the comparison is not exact, it does tend to confirm 

that the rate of near field decay is consistent between the two measurements, which is 

important to the conclusions drawn from this study. 

 

Location  
d/D, x/D 

Near Field 
Probe 
dBSPL 

Probe 
decay 
dBSPL 

Hubbard and 
Regier 
dBSPL 

Hubbard and 
Regier decay 
dBSPL 

0.042, 0.25 121.1  121.4  
0.083, 0.25 118.8 2.3 117.5 3.9 
0.125, 0.25 116.8 2.0 115.7 1.8 
0.69, 0.33 110.4 6.4 108.0 7.7 

Table 5.3 Comparison between Hubbard and Regier Near Field Measurements and 
Probe Results. 
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5.7  Near and Far Field Measurements Setup 

Fig. 5.11 shows the measurement array used in the near and far fields. The figure is to 

scale however, it mixes the plan form and side views in order to illustrate the relative 

dimensions involved in the measurements. Seven near field probes are mounted to a stand 

and are in fixed positions. An eighth probe is mounted to a microphone stand, which is 

moved about from the near field into the far field. Marks are made on the floor of the 

anechoic chamber along the 135° radial and a meter stick (that is perpendicular to the 

floor) is used to align the opening of the probe to the marks on the floor. Measurements 

were made at those locations listed in table 5.4 below. 

 

Probe Location Associated Radial Distances, Inches (Centimeters) 
Fixed, hard mounted to the 
probe stand 

4" (10.2), 4.6 (11.7), 5.25 (13.3), 6 (15.2), 6.7 (17), 
7.5 (19.1), 8.25 (21) 

Relocatable, mounted to a 
microphone stand 

9.75 (24.8), 10.25 (26), 10.5 (26.7), 11.1 (28.2), 
11.6 (29.5), 12 (30.5), 12.7 (32.3), 13.25 (33.7) 

Table 5.4 Near and Far Field Measurement Locations 

 

Side View:
Bottom ANC Transducer

Planform View:
Left ANC Transducer

Near field probes
Radial distance:
4" (10.2 cm) - 8.25" (21 cm)

Scale 1:2 inches

Near Field Layout: Propeller, Probes and ANC Tansducers
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Figure 5.11 Pseudo Planform view of Measurement Array in the Near Field 
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5.8  Optimizing Control for the Near and Far Field Noise Reduction 

The ANC output is first adjusted both in phase and amplitude to achieve the maximum 

far field reduction possible. This is accomplished first by shifting the monopole element 

through a number of samples until some noise control is achieved. Secondly, by adjusting 

the amplitude of the signal using the amplifier gain adjustments to obtain a maximum 

reduction. It usually requires about a 50-sample shift in order to reach the correct phase 

for cancellation in the far field, the correct amplitude level translates to 16.5 dB of gain 

from the amplifier. This amounts to an addition of 2 ms to the phase shift inherent in the 

combined electronics (including filtering and amplification) in order to obtain 

cancellation. The dipole phase is always lagging the monopole by 90°; therefore only the 

monopole phase needs to be determined. 

 

A similar process is used to determine the near field ANC reduction. The probe is located 

just outside the tip of the propeller (at radial distance 6.7" (17 cm). The near field 

reduction is achieved by adding a phase shift that is on the order of that inherent in the 

electronics (a zero sample shift). The amplitude however is twice as much as that for the 

far field reduction, about 35 dB of gain. This increased amplitude is required to match the 

anti-noise amplitude to the near field noise level. This is expected since the near field 

levels are so much higher than the far field levels and the measurement locations are 

closer to the propeller blades than the anti-noise units. Essentially, because of the 

geometry of the situation, the far field levels of the ANC transducers themselves will be 

used to achieve control of the near field levels of the propeller. Because the near field 

levels grow exponentially larger closer in to the source, the farther the ANC transducers 

are away from the propeller the more challenging a problem for the transducers to 

achieve acoustic levels that match the near field levels of the source. 
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6.0  Results and Conclusions 

6.1  Determining the extent of the Near Field 

A calculation made from the measured noise levels can be used to determine where the 

excess kinetic energy associated with the near field diminishes to a level close to that of 

the far field potential energy. In the far field the kinetic and potential energies are 

balanced21, as is the usual behavior of these two variables9 (Dowling and Ffowcs-

Williams p. 23). However, as you move deeper into the near field the kinetic energy term 

becomes increasingly larger and is never equal to the potential energy. This is a measure 

of the near field's excess reactive energy. This phenomenon can be used to calculate 

where these two regions become coincident, and the near field effectively ends. 

 

At 30" (76.2 cm) the measured sound pressure level is 94.8 dBSPL (prms = 1.1 Pa). 

kr = 2 π ƒ r/c = 2 (3.14) (404) 0.762/340 = 5.69 

Potential energy, ep = prms
2 / 2 ρ0 c

2 = 1.12 / 2 (2.4 kg/m3) (340 m/s)2 = 2.18 µJ/m3 

 

Kinetic energy, ek = ep (1 + 1/(kr)2) = 2.18 (1.03) = 2.25 µJ/m3 

 

As the calculation above shows these energies become balanced at approximately kr = 

5.7. This can be considered as the ultimate boundary of the near field, where the excess 

kinetic energy is diminished so that its relative level compared to the radative portion is 

very small. At this point the combined kinetic and potential energies form all of the 

radiative energy of the source. It is expected that the near and far field measurements 

should show similar levels at or near kr = 5.7. It is also expected that the far field 

optimized ANC reductions should show an increasing rate of decay past this boundary as 

the near field levels begin to dominate. Fig. 6.1 below shows that the extrapolated near 

and far field measured levels seem to converge around kr = 5. 
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Figure 6.1 Intersection of Near and Far Field Extrapolated Levels 

6.2 Results 

 

Fig. 6.2 and 6.3 show typical near field spectra at 6" (15 cm) and 30" (76 cm). These 

results were tabulated (see Appendix B below) as the spectra were recorded. Only data 

for 404 Hz were tabulated, however other data are available from the recorded spectra. 

Fig. 6.2 and 6.3 show the effect of near field optimized control, far field optimized 

control and the uncontrolled propeller noise levels at these two near field locations. 

Whereas there is a 4 dB reduction in the propeller blade passing tone at 6" (15 cm) for 

near field optimized control, there is no effective reduction at this location for far field 

optimized control. Conversely, at 30" (76 cm) the near field optimized control results in a 

12 dB increase in the propeller blade tone, while the far field optimized control results in 

17 dB of noise reduction. These recorded data for the 404 Hz tone, for all of the 

measurement locations, have been plotted below in Fig. 6.4, highlighting the near field 

region, and Fig. 6.5 showing the full data coverage. These figures are discussed later. As 

a prelude to those discussions consider the acoustic dimensions associated with the 

propeller source and the ANC transducers shown in Table 6.1 below. 
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kr = 1.13 Near Field Spectra w/o ANC, w NF ANC and w FF ANC
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Figure 6.2. Near and Far Optimized ANC vs. no control at 6" (15 cm) 

kr = 5.64 Near Field Spectra w/o ANC, w NF ANC and w FF ANC
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Figure 6.3. Near and Far Optimized ANC vs. no control at 30" (76 cm) 
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Near-Field Levels Measured vs. NF and FF ANC Reductions
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Figure 6.4 Near Field Propeller Levels versus ANC optimized for Near and Far field radiation. 
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Near and Far-Field Levels: Measured and ANC Reductions
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Figure 6.5 Near and Far field Propeller Levels versus ANC optimized for Near and Far field radiation. 
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Source Dimension, a Wavenumber Dimension at 
404 Hz, ka 

Wavelength of Propeller BPT 
at 404 Hz 

33" (83.8 cm) (kë) 6.2 

PE and KE Balance 30.2" (77 cm) 5.7 
ANC Array Diameter 30" (76.2 cm) 5.6 

Radial distance from propeller 
centerline to ANC transducer 

15" (38.1 cm) 2.8 

Propeller Diameter 12" (30.5 cm) 2.3 
Distance between propeller tip 

and ANC transducer 
9" (22.9 cm) 1.7 

ANC transducer length 7" (17.8 cm) 1.3 
Propeller Radius 6" (15 cm) 1.1 

ANC transducer Diameter 4" (10.2 cm) 0.8 
Propeller mean chord length 4" (10.2 cm) 0.8 

Propeller thickness 1" (2.5 cm) 0.2 

Table 6.1 Source Dimensions and associated Wavenumber Dimensions 

 

Using the customary criteria for determining the reactive and radiative fields, the near 

field can be regarded as dominant where kr is less than 1 (k ≡ wavenumber). However, 

based on calculations made of where the reactive and radiative energies are matched21, 

near field reactive energy extends out to kr = 5.7. These acoustic dimensions can be 

useful in helping to identify dominant contributors, but more importantly they can be 

used to determine whether or not the source is compact. While a source may be compact, 

an observer can still be immersed in the source's near field, that is to say that the observer 

would be experiencing highly elevated acoustic levels of a reactive nature. 

 

Kinsler and Fry22 use an estimate of rmin = D2/4λ for the beginning of the far field. While 

it is appropriate defining the compactness of circular pistonic sources it does not offer 

insight into the extent of the near field. A more general result is given by Morse and 

Ingard23 which uses the acoustic dimension a << λ (or ka <<kλ), in order to make the 

determination of the near field limit. According to this definition it is possible to describe 

the propeller radius and the ANC transducer as compact relative to the wavelength since 

they have kr dimensions that are much less than kλ. While the individual ANC transducer 

may be compact (and is therefore capable of creating a directive field) the ANC 
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methodology used here would require all of the individual elements combined in order to 

have active cancellation at 404 Hz. By the above measure of compactness the ANC 

transducer ring is not compact since its acoustic dimension is only slightly less than kλ. 

 

Fig. 6.3 above shows the measured propeller near field levels as well as the ANC 

optimized to obtain cancellation in the near and far field. These data depict the 404 Hz 

signal level versus kr (kr = 0 being the propeller centerline) and were collected according 

to the procedures outlined in section 4.4 above and tabulated in Appendix B below. The 

figure also depicts significant acoustic dimensions such as the propeller radius (ka = 1.1), 

the ANC transducer ring (ka = 2.8) and the calculated distance where the kinetic and 

potential energies balance (kr = 5.7). 

 

When ANC is optimized for far field control the reduction levels show a decreasing trend 

as the measurement probe moves closer to the source. The far field reduction level begins 

a rapid convergence to the actual propeller levels once the kr=5.7 boundary is crossed, 

the actual convergence occurs very close to the tip of the propeller. This result is 

expected however, as the near field levels should be increasing rapidly closer into the 

source. It is significant to note that there is a 3-dB reduction of the propeller noise level 

just inside of the ANC transducer ring (about r = 15" (38.1 cm), kr = 2.8) well within the 

near field of the propeller. The ANC transducer ring is not a compact source within this 

region. 

 

When the ANC system is optimized to produce reductions in the near field (a location 

just outside the tip of the propeller, about kr = 1.1) the data shows that it is possible to get 

3 dB of reduction at that location, however the spatial extent of the reduction towards the 

propeller is on the order of ½" (1.3 cm). In general it does not seem possible to get any 

ANC reduction behind the propeller, the two critical factors could be the near field levels 

themselves being so high, or there could be masking of the acoustic signal from the 

airflow behind the propeller. Moving away from the propeller along the 135° radial, the 

reduction improves to a maximum of 10.5 dB at kr = 1.6. The near field reduction then 

begins a steep decline, tapering off to zero at about kr = 2.2, after which the ANC system 
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then begins to produce noise greater than that of the propeller alone. The total length of 

reduction is about 6.5" (16.5 cm) along the 135° radial. The near field optimized ANC 

can produce as much as 15.2 dB of noise above the propeller blade passing tone (Fig. 6.4) 

in the far field. 

 

It is worth noting that the ANC transducer array behaves as a compact source well into 

the near field of the propeller. That is, it is possible to achieve active noise control in a 

region where near field reactive energies are increasing, but where there is a formative 

source directivity. In fact, the far field noise reduction curve shows a smooth transition 

across the boundary of the ANC transducer ring. It is arguable that the far field reduction 

could possibly be maintained further in the near field, beyond where it currently cuts off, 

at about kr = 1.6. However the near field noise is dominant here and it is not possible to 

separate the effects in order to test that outcome. These results do suggest that the far 

field radiation pattern begins to form very close to the propeller source, since the ANC 

method used is highly reliant on this radiation pattern for success. This also suggests that 

the formative radiation pattern inside the transducer ring matches the established far field 

radiation pattern, and hence explains the noise reductions at that location. 

 

The largest and most significant dimension of the ANC transducer is the length at 7" 

(17.8 cm). It is much less than the source wavelength, 33" (83.8 cm) (or ka=1.3 << kλ). 

However the ANC transducer array does have a diameter of 30" (76.2 cm), which is on 

the order of the signal wavelength. In theory it would require all of the contributions from 

the 4 ANC transducers to obtain reduction at any one point. It would in fact be reasonable 

to expect that the measurement probe would detect an increase in level as it got closer to 

any one element of the transducer array, thus reducing effective ANC. However, the 

ANC tapers off gradually and seems to be affected only by a 1/r or 1/r2 variation, and do 

not show any peculiarities on or about the transducer ring. It is possible to conclude from 

this outcome that reductions of the blade passing tone are due to the actions of only the 

closest actuator within in the near field of the propeller. Further, the other ANC actuators 

are not contributing increased noise at this location, since effective reductions are 

achieved. 
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6.3 Conclusions 

 

This study allows for both major and minor conclusions. The major conclusions are the 

following: 

 

1. The optimized far field control has no detrimental effect on the near field 

propeller noise levels. The mathematical analysis and experimental results show 

that it is not possible to simultaneously control the near and far field noise levels. 

However, the data does show a gradual decline of the far field optimized control 

reductions, as the near field propeller levels increases to dominance. This suggests 

that the directivity pattern associated with propeller far field noise is established 

and predictable for regions equal to and greater than kr = 2, which starts very 

close to the propeller. 

2. Limited near field control is possible with a single amplitude and phase change 

from the anti-noise transducers. The radial length of control is extremely shallow, 

less than kr=1. 

3. Within the near field, in particular between the propeller and ANC transducer 

ring, reductions can be achieved solely from the closest ANC transducer. 

 

In the discussion of the data care was taken to separate the effects of the hydrodynamic 

near field from geometric source compactness. In order to do so it is necessary to utilize 

the source length criteria as well as the estimates of the near field extent as has been 

done. As was discussed in section 5.3, the near field is comprised of reactive energy that 

stays close to the source and interacts with it. Compactness of the source is a 

determination of the development of the constructive and destructive interference patterns 

that determine the far field radiation pattern. It may be expected that the acoustic 

behavior close to the propeller and especially between the propeller and ANC transducers 

is extremely complicated. If the near field is measured by the balance of the kinetic and 

potential energies, the data shows that within the model propeller near field, kr < 5.7, it is 
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indeed possible to obtain noise control using the radiation pattern optimized for the far 

field, however, significant reductions occur from about kr = 1.1 to kr = 3. Fig. 6.3 shows 

that at kr = 5.7 the noise reduction achieved at the BPT is about 14.9 dB. This reduction 

tapers off to zero at about kr = 1.6. The far field optimized control does not increase the 

near field noise level. This is expected since the excess energy in the near field 

(especially close to the source, kr = 1) is much higher than the far field and as such would 

dominate in this region. Thus, the far field radiative portion of the noise field can be 

cancelled well into the near field region, and noise reduction can be achieved until the 

near field levels begin to dominate, about kr = 1.6. Noise control is lost as kr → 0 

because the near field source levels become excessively high. 

 

Because the transducer ring is not compact close to the propeller it is not conceivable that 

the reductions obtained in that region are from a compact radiator. It is more plausible 

that the individual ANC transducers are having a localized effect, which causes noise 

reduction. This result could be investigated further. 

 

The minor conclusions are: 

 

1. The probes used for these measurements were effective; especially for 

determining the delta between noise levels with active control and no control. 

Comparisons made between these data and other near field measurements confirm 

that the measured near field decay rates are very similar to prior observation. 

2. The FIR approximation of the IIR filter achieved excellent results and suggests 

that an actual implementation may not require a system much more sophisticated 

than the tools used here. 

 

There are implications for the application of this research to aircraft in flight. The anti-

noise transducers would have to be designed to withstand the impingement of airflows at 

high speeds, and still be able to deliver high levels of undistorted acoustic pressure. 

Second, the transducers in this study were mounted in such a way that there was a 

minimum of shadow zones. It is not anticipated that that luxury would exist in the case 
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were transducers are mounted to the engine cowling of a single engine propeller aircraft, 

or other aircraft. There may not necessarily be clear line-of-sight between transducers 

mounted to top, bottom or sides of the cowling as is critical to this implementation. The 

effective design of an effective ant-noise transducer for this type of application would be 

a challenging problem of which the mounting and driving of the transducers would be the 

most difficult. Third, a more adaptive control algorithm and a formulation that included 

two or three harmonics should be investigated in order to mitigate as much of the rotation 

effects as possible. If these challenges could be met then this study shows that a properly 

formulated directivity field could be used to control noise levels in both the near and far 

field portions of a propeller source. 
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7.0 Appendices 

7.1 A. Near and Far Field ANC Level Spectra vs. Propeller Level Spectra 
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kr = 1.13 Near Field Spectra w/o ANC, w NF ANC and w FF ANC
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kr = 1.26 Near Field Spectra w/o ANC, w NF ANC and w FF ANC
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kr = 5.64 Near Field Spectra w/o ANC, w NF ANC and w FF ANC
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7.2 B. Near-and Far Field Probe Levels with and without ANC Reduction 

ANC Optimized for Far Field Reductions at 404 Hz. 

  no ANC  Optimized for FF 
r to level, in kr lvl, dB P, Pa FF optm ANC, dB FF optm ANC, Pa 

4.0 0.8 124.1 32.1 123.9 31.3 
4.6 0.9 130.9 70.2 130.6 67.8 
5.3 1.0 125.9 39.4 125.2 36.4 
6.0 1.1 115.0 11.2 114.5 10.6 
6.7 1.3 115.2 11.5 115.1 11.4 
7.5 1.4 112.4 8.3 112.3 8.2 
8.3 1.6 110.2 6.5 109.8 6.2 
12.5 2.4 101.3 2.3 98.6 1.7 
30.0 5.6 94.8 1.1 79.1 0.2 
45.5 8.6 89.9 0.6 75.2 0.1 
64.0 12.0 82.3 0.3 67.8 0.0 
82.0 15.4 81.0 0.2 60.2 0.0 

      
 

ANC Optimized for Near Field Reductions at 404 Hz. 

  no ANC  Optimized for NF 
r to level, in kr lvl, dB P, Pa NF optm ANC, dB NF optm ANC, Pa 

4.0 0.8 124.0 31.7 123.4 29.6 
4.6 0.9 130.4 66.2 131.1 71.8 
5.3 1.0 123.7 30.6 123.6 30.3 
6.0 1.1 114.9 11.1 111.2 7.3 
6.7 1.3 114.6 10.7 111.5 7.5 
7.5 1.4 112.7 8.6 106.5 4.2 
8.3 1.6 110.1 6.4 99.6 1.9 
9.8 1.8 107.4 4.7 99.3 1.8 
10.3 1.9 106.2 4.1 100.8 2.2 
10.5 2.0 105.6 3.8 101.8 2.5 
11.1 2.1 104.4 3.3 102.7 2.7 
11.5 2.2 102.9 2.8 103.8 3.1 
11.6 2.2 103.4 3.0 104.0 3.2 
12.0 2.3 102.2 2.6 105.6 3.8 
12.8 2.4 101.8 2.5 105.7 3.9 
30.0 5.6 94.0 1.0 107.2 4.6 
45.5 8.6 89.9 0.6 104.5 3.4 
64.0 12.0 82.7 0.3 98.7 1.7 
82.0 15.4 80.9 0.2 96.1 1.3 
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7.3 C. Near Field Probe levels Directly Behind Propeller 

Measurements made at the same position behind the propeller but at various distances 

away from the centerline axis. 

r to level in Level dB 
4.0 123.9 
4.5 133.1 
5.0 130.8 
5.5 124.2 
6.0 123.0 
6.5 121.1 
7.0 118.8 
7.5 116.8 
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Comparison between the across the propeller measurements and the measurements made 

along the 135° radial, with and without far field ANC. 

Propeller Levels Straight Accross vs. 135° Radial and ANC Reduction
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7.4 D. Near Field Propeller Spectra Along 135°° Radial 
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7.5 E. Source Code to Analog and Digital I/O and Filtering 

7.5.1 PC Hosted Code 
/*This code is based on sample code provided by Spectrum Signal Processing  
and their Copyright © follows below */ 
/*All other code written by Carey Moulton in support of his Masters Thesis:  
The Near Field of the Active Noise Control of a Propeller Blade Passing Tone 
1998-2000 
North Carolina State University*/ 
*/ 
 
/**************************************************Spectrum Signal Processing Inc. 
Copyright 1997FILE: PCINTDSP.CCONTENTS: An example useage of the F3 Board Application          
Library (F3ALIB). 
        Downloads "dsp_int.out" to F3 board which 
        registers an ISR to occur when the PC interrupts 
        the DSP. 
        This program accepts command line arguments for 
        the location of the board and dpram.  Defaults are: 
            IO Port: 0x290 
            Dpram Addr: 0xd0000 
 
AUTHOR: RAB 
 
REVISION: 1.0 
**************************************************/ 
 
 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <conio.h> 
#include <windows.h> 
 
#include "f3user.h" 
 
/* internal functions */ 
void GetArgs( unsigned int argc, char *argv[], F3_CONFIG_STRUCT *f3_Config); 
void ProcessError( RESULT tRes); 
 
#define DPRAM_SIZE_32BIT        0x400 
 
/* Start of .bss memory area.    */ 
/* Absolute memory locations     */ 
/* reserved in .CMD file.        */ 
 
/* dpram location used for handshaking between dotp.out and */ 
/* pcintdsp.exe.  Must be initialized to DSP_HOLD */ 
#define SYNCH_REG_OFFSET_32BIT  (DPRAM_SIZE_32BIT - 2) 
#define DSP_INTS_RECEIVED_OFFSET 0x3 
 
 
#define DSP_START       0x1 
#define DSP_DONE        0x0 
#define DSP_FINISHED    0x2 
 
#define INPUT_OFFSET    (UINT16) 0 
#define INPUT_plus2  (UINT16) 2 
#define INPUT_plus4  (UINT16) 4 
#define INPUT_plus6  (UINT16) 6 
 
/*SDOC************************************************** 
Name: main 
 
Action: Initializes F3 System, downloads "dsp_int.out" to F3, 
    Prompts user to press a key to send an interrupt to the 
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    DSP, displays current total number of ints received by 
    the DSP. 
Params: Optional Command Line arguements as follows: 
        > int_pc.exe [IOPort [Dpram Mem Addr [IRQ Number]]] 
 
            where   IOPort -> UINT16 
                Dpram Mem Addr -> UINT32 
                IRQ Number -> UINT16 
 
Calls:      F3_SystemOpen() 
        F3_Control() 
        F3_GetHandle() 
        F3_Write() 
        F3_Read() 
        F3_SynchCode() 
        F3_InstallIntCallback() 
        GetArgs() -> Parses Command Line 
        ProcessError -> deals with F3_ErrorMessage() 
 
TBD:    1) If you send float data down to the F3 board, you must 
        convert it to TI floating point format with IEEE_TO_TI or an 
        equivalent function. 
 
*****************************************************EDOC*/ 
void main(unsigned int argc, char *argv[]) 
{ 
    /* F3ALIB variables */ 
    RESULT          tRes; 
        HF3_SYSTEM      hSystem; 
    HF3_RESOURCE    hDpram; 
    HF3_RESOURCE    hCtrl; 
    F3_CONFIG_STRUCT f3_Config ; 
 
//  UINT8 i; 
    char c; 
    INT32 phas_mod, itmp, zero = 0; 
 UINT32 tfer; 
 int mono, dipo; 
 
    UINT32  dwSynchRegVal; 
//    UINT32 dsp_ints_received; 
 
    f3_Config.wPortIo = 0x290; 
    f3_Config.dwPhysDpramAddr = 0xd0000; 
    f3_Config.IRQNumber = 5; 
 
 
    /* init board config struct from optional cmd line params */ 
    GetArgs(argc, argv, &f3_Config); 
    /* Initialize both input arrays:        */ 
 
    /* Open F3 board */ 
    tRes = F3_SystemOpen( &hSystem, &f3_Config, NO_FLAGS ); 
    if (tRes) 
        ProcessError( tRes ); 
 
    /* Reset F3 Board */ 
    tRes = F3_Control( hSystem, ASSERT_RESET, NO_FLAGS, VOIDPTR ); 
    if (tRes) 
        ProcessError( tRes ); 
 
    /* Get resource handle to access dpram */ 
    tRes = F3_GetHandle( hSystem, "DPRAM", &hDpram ); 
    if (tRes) 
        ProcessError( tRes ); 
 
        /* get resource handle to access control registers */ 
        tRes = F3_GetHandle( hSystem, "CTRL_REG", &hCtrl ); 
    if (tRes) 
        ProcessError( tRes ); 
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    /* initialize handshake register location in dpram */ 
    /* Required to bring dotp.out and pc_dotp.exe to some */ 
    /* known point simultaneously */ 
    /* F3_SynchCode polls this reg location, but must be set */ 
    /* BEFORE call to F3_SystemLoad since dotp.out is running */ 
    /* once F3_SystemLoad returns. */ 
    dwSynchRegVal = DSP_START; 
    tRes = F3_Write( hDpram, (void *) &dwSynchRegVal, SYNCH_REG_OFFSET_32BIT, ONE_WORD, 
WORD_32BITS ); 
    if (tRes) 
        ProcessError( tRes ); 
 
 
 
    /* download echopoll.out to F3 */ 
    printf("Load echopoll5g.out\n"); 
    tRes = F3_SystemLoad( hSystem, ".\\echopoll5g.out", NO_FLAGS ); 
    if (tRes) 
        ProcessError( tRes ); 
 
    /* wait for acknowledgement from F3 that DSP running */ 
    printf("Wait for sync code\n"); 
    tRes = F3_SynchCode( hDpram, DSP_START, DSP_DONE, SYNCH_REG_OFFSET_32BIT) ; 
    if (tRes) 
        ProcessError( tRes ); 
 
    /* tell DSP to begin processing or begin processing received interrupts */ 
    dwSynchRegVal = DSP_START; 
    tRes = F3_Write( hDpram, (void *) &dwSynchRegVal, SYNCH_REG_OFFSET_32BIT, ONE_WORD, 
WORD_32BITS ); 
    if (tRes) 
        ProcessError( tRes ); 
 
 
 
    printf("\nPress 'q' to end ANC or +- Monopole Phaseshift\n"); 
//  printf("Press any other key to send an interrupt to the DSP\n\n\n"); 
 mono = 1; 
 dipo = 0; 
    while((c = getche()) != 'q') 
    { 
        if (c == 'm') { 
            dipo = 0; 
            mono = 1; 
            printf("mono"); 
        } 
        else if (c == 'd') { 
            dipo = 1; 
            mono = 0; 
            printf("dipo"); 
        } 
 
        switch (c) { 
            case '+': phas_mod = 1; break; 
            case '-': phas_mod = -1; break; 
            case '5': phas_mod = 5; break; 
            case '0': phas_mod = 10; break; 
            case '1': phas_mod = -5; break; 
            case '2': phas_mod = -10; break; 
//            case 'm': phas_mod = 'm'; break; 
//            case 'd': phas_mod = 'd'; break; 
             default: phas_mod = 0; break; 
        } 
//        itmp = phas_mod << 16; 
//        tfer = itmp; 
 
        /* Generate an interrupt to the C32. */ 
//      tRes = F3_Control( hSystem, ASSERT_INTERRUPT, NO_FLAGS, VOIDPTR ); 
 
        /* get current # of ints received by DSP by checking dprarm */ 
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        /* register updated by DSP after each int */ 
//      tRes = F3_Read( hDpram, (void *) &dsp_ints_received, DSP_INTS_RECEIVED_OFFSET, 
//          ONE_WORD, WORD_32BITS); 
        /* display ints rec */ 
//      printf("Current number of interrupts received by dsp = %ld\n", dsp_ints_received 
); 
 
//        printf("\nPress 'q' to end ANC or +- Monopole Phaseshift\n"); 
            /* write phase shift direction to F3 */ 
        if (mono) { 
           tRes = F3_Write( hDpram, (void *) &phas_mod, INPUT_OFFSET, 1, WORD_32BITS); 
           if (tRes) 
  ProcessError( tRes ); 
/*  tRes = F3_Write( hDpram, (void *) &zero, INPUT_plus1, 1, WORD_32BITS); 
  if (tRes) 
   ProcessError( tRes ); */ 
 } 
 else if (dipo) { 
/* tRes = F3_Write( hDpram, (void *) &zero, INPUT_OFFSET, 1, WORD_32BITS); 
  if (tRes) 
   ProcessError( tRes );*/ 
  tRes = F3_Write( hDpram, (void *) &phas_mod, INPUT_plus2, 1, WORD_32BITS); 
  if (tRes) 
   ProcessError( tRes ); 
 } 
 
        if (mono) { 
          tRes = F3_Read( hDpram, (void *) &itmp, INPUT_plus4, 1, WORD_32BITS); 
//          itmp = tfer; 
//          phas_mod = itmp >> 16; 
            printf("m%d ", itmp); 
        } 
        else if (dipo) { 
          tRes = F3_Read( hDpram, (void *) &itmp, INPUT_plus6, 1, WORD_32BITS); 
//          itmp = tfer; 
//          phas_mod = itmp >> 16; 
            printf("d%d ", itmp); 
        } 
 
       
//      printf("Press any other key to send an interrupt to the DSP\n\n\n"); 
 
    } 
 
    /* tell DSP to end execution */ 
    dwSynchRegVal = DSP_FINISHED; 
    tRes = F3_Write( hDpram, (void *) &dwSynchRegVal, SYNCH_REG_OFFSET_32BIT, ONE_WORD, 
WORD_32BITS ); 
    if (tRes) 
        ProcessError( tRes ); 
 
 
    /* Close System to free up acquired resources */ 
    tRes = F3_SystemClose( &hSystem ); 
    if (tRes) 
        ProcessError( tRes ); 
 
    /* Exit the program without delay */ 
//  printf("\n\nPress Any Key to Finish...\n"); 
//  while (!kbhit) ; 
//  getch(); 
 
} 
 
 
 
 
/*SDOC************************************************** 
Name:   GetArgs 
 
Action: Initializes the F3_config struct with any 
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        optional command line params.  1, 2, or 3 params 
        may be passed, but will always be interpreted in order 
        of Port IO, then DPRAM base addr and finally IRQ Line 
 
Params: Optional Command Line arguements as follows: 
        > pc_dotp [IOPort [Dpram Mem Addr [IRQ Number]]] 
 
            where   IOPort -> UINT16 
                    Dpram Mem Addr -> UINT32 
                    IRQ Number -> UINT16 
        pF3_Config -> ptr to f3_config struct to be passed 
                        to F3_SystemOpen(). 
*****************************************************EDOC*/ 
void GetArgs( unsigned int argc, char *argv[], F3_CONFIG_STRUCT *pF3_Config) 
{ 
    /* check for command line parameters for board configuration */ 
    /* really ugly start */ 
    if(argc > 1) 
    { 
        sscanf(argv[1],"%x",&(pF3_Config->wPortIo) ); 
        if(argc > 2) 
        { 
            sscanf(argv[2],"%x",&(pF3_Config->dwPhysDpramAddr) ); 
            if (argc > 3) 
            { 
                sscanf(argv[3],"%x",&(pF3_Config->IRQNumber) ); 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                pF3_Config->IRQNumber = 5; 
            } 
        } 
        else 
        { 
            pF3_Config->dwPhysDpramAddr = 0xd0000; 
            pF3_Config->IRQNumber = 5; 
        } 
    } 
    else 
    { 
        pF3_Config->wPortIo = 0x290; 
        pF3_Config->dwPhysDpramAddr = 0xd0000; 
        pF3_Config->IRQNumber = 5; 
    } 
} 
 
/*SDOC************************************************** 
Name: ProcessError 
 
Action: Displays any error messages passed back from 
        a F3ALIB function call. 
Params: tRes - F3 return code. 
*****************************************************EDOC*/ 
void ProcessError( RESULT tRes ) 
{ 
    char szErrMsg[256]; 
 
    strcpy( szErrMsg, F3_ErrorMessage( tRes ) ); 
    printf("Error Occurred, %s\n", szErrMsg); 
    exit( -1 ); 
} 
 

 

7.5.2 DSP Hosted Code 
/*This code is based on sample code provided by Spectrum Signal Processing  
and their Copyright © follows below */ 
/*All other code written by Carey Moulton in support of his Masters Thesis:  
The Near Field of the Active Noise Control of a Propeller Blade Passing Tone 
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1998-2000 
North Carolina State University*/ 
*/ 
 
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* COPYRIGHT (c) 1997, Spectrum Signal Processing Inc., All Rights Reserved * 
* 
* $Workfile:: echodaq.c                                                         $ * 
* 
* Description: Polling routine for a DSP~LINK3 master board (F3) to control an 
*   IP-Control IndustryPack (IP) mounted on a 
*   Imola(SPI-200) or Monza(SPV-200) IndustryPack carrier slave board. 
* 
*   The digital data channels output by the IP's ADCs are continuously read 
*   by the master board, and the data is written back to the IP's DAC inputs. 
*   A DSP~LINK3 cable connects the DSP~LINK3 master board and the IP carrier 
*   slave board. 
* 
* Contents: Example code for IP-Control on an IP carrier working with a F3 master 
* 
* Notes: The IP must be mounted in slot C and the carrier board must be 
*   configured to be the slave board 0. 
* 
*        The example is written to be run from the embedded C32 DSP on the F3. 
* 
*   Functions:          main() 
*                       init() 
*                       reset_DSPLink3() 
*                       waitConfigReady() 
*                       id_OK() 
* 
* 
* Language/Compiler: 
*   ANSI C 
* 
* 
* 
* $Modtime:: 2/20/98 3:25a                                                   $ * 
* $Revision:: 24                                                             $ * 
* $Archive:: /MAC/BONDIO_118.v10/rel/F3/IPControl/echopoll/echodaq.c         $ * 
*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */ 
#pragma DATA_SECTION(Xf, "xn_buf") 
double Xf[300]; 
#pragma DATA_SECTION(Mf, "mn_buf") 
double Mf[16]; 
/* SYSTEM INCLUDES */ 
#include <math.h> 
 
#include "sstype.h" 
 
/* Master board header file selection */ 
#include "f3map.h" 
/* IP Carrier board */ 
#include "spxmap.h" 
#include "spxreg.h" 
/* IP Audio */ 
/*#include "uliomap.h"*/ 
#include "echodaq.h" 
#include "daqreg.h" 
 
#define MEMORY DPRAM 
 
/************************************************************************ 
Include Stuff from PC_INT_DSP program 
*************************************************************************/ 
#define DPRAM_SIZE_32BIT        0x400 
#define DPRAM_BASE_ADDR_32BIT   0x900000 
#define DSP_SYNCH_REG_ADDR_32BIT (UINT32 *) (DPRAM_BASE_ADDR_32BIT + DPRAM_SIZE_32BIT - 
2) 
#define WAIT_FOR_PC_SIGNAL      0x0 
#define STOP_EXE                0x2 
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#define WAIT    0 
#define DONE    1 
/******************************************************************************* 
End of PC_INT_DSP defs 
********************************************************************************/ 
/************************************CLM defines*************************/ 
extern double FIR(double *, double *, int, int); 
#define INPUT_PhasMod_ADDR_32BIT     (UINT32 *)  DPRAM_BASE_ADDR_32BIT 
 
/************************************end of CLM defines*************************/ 
/************* LOCAL FUNCTIONS ******************************************/ 
void c_int01(void); 
void setIntTable(void); 
 
/************** CONSTANTS ************************************************/ 
/* 0x87FF00 is the base address of the interrupt-trap table. */ 
UINT32* ITTP = (UINT32 *) 0x87FF00;     /* interrupt-trap table pointer */ 
 
void main(void) 
{ 
    UINT32 input1, input2, input3, input4, out1, out2, skip; 
    INT32 itmp; 
    int in1, in2, in3, in4; 
    double Yf, Ylms, mono, dipo; 
    int i, ndx, ndx2, ndx3; 
    int mdlylim; 
 double ofilt[] = { 
0.0000110113550,0.0000652922958,0.0001927207169,0.0003986203506, 
0.0006761949122,0.0010183144849,0.0014175752016,0.0018663589385, 
0.0023568926573,0.0028813070475,0.0034316941304,0.0040001635038, 
0.0045788969201,0.0051602009112,0.0057365571888,0.0063006705726, 
0.0068455142169,0.0073643719297,0.0078508773996,0.0082990501708, 
0.0087033282266,0.0090585970705,0.0093602152112,0.0096040359879, 
0.0097864256921,0.0099042779650,0.0099550244751,0.0099366419010, 
0.0098476552642,0.0096871376819,0.0094547066249,0.0091505167876, 
0.0087752496932,0.0083301001748,0.0078167598876,0.0072373980216, 
0.0065946393983,0.0058915401434,0.0051315611404,0.0043185394766, 
0.0034566581012,0.0025504139190,0.0016045845499,0.0006241939847, 
-0.0003855226295,-0.0014191548423,-0.0024711531597,-0.0035358654834, 
-0.0046075735045,-0.0056805288338,-0.0067489886565,-0.0078072507062, 
-0.0088496873634,-0.0098707786916,-0.0108651442351,-0.0118275734153, 
-0.0127530543710,-0.0136368011048,-0.0144742788085,-0.0152612272524, 
-0.0159936821432,-0.0166679943611,-0.0172808470089,-0.0178292702156, 
-0.0183106536522,-0.0187227567339,-0.0190637164944,-0.0193320531335, 
-0.0195266732526,-0.0196468708062,-0.0196923258087,-0.0196631008511, 
-0.0195596354902,-0.0193827385870,-0.0191335786799,-0.0188136724879, 
-0.0184248716476,-0.0179693477977,-0.0174495761287,-0.0168683175252, 
-0.0162285994304,-0.0155336955700,-0.0147871046744,-0.0139925283413, 
-0.0131538481830,-0.0122751024032,-0.0113604619496,-0.0104142063854, 
-0.0094406996242,-0.0084443656670,-0.0074296644819,-0.0064010681573, 
-0.0053630374596,-0.0043199989189,-0.0032763225621,-0.0022363004032, 
-0.0012041257991,-0.0001838737657,0.0008205176523,0.0018052648782, 
0.0027667550916,0.0037015612424,0.0046064557347,0.0054784227323, 
0.0063146690471,0.0071126335806,0.0078699952971,0.0085846797173, 
0.0092548639276,0.0098789801122,0.0104557176192,0.0109840235836, 
0.0114631021369,0.0118924122379,0.0122716641705,0.0126008147575, 
0.0128800613472,0.0131098346345,0.0132907903849,0.0134238001315, 
0.0135099409233,0.0135504842028,0.0135468838966,0.0135007638054, 
0.0134139043783,0.0132882289630,0.0131257896204,0.0129287525932, 
0.0126993835205,0.0124400324851,0.0121531189843,0.0118411169086, 
0.0115065396139,0.0111519251691,0.0107798218570,0.0103927740054, 
0.0099933082195,0.0095839200830,0.0091670613934,0.0087451279874, 
0.0083204482143,0.0078952721026,0.0074717612672,0.0070519795936, 
0.0066378847340,0.0062313204413,0.0058340097653,0.0054475491269, 
0.0050734032811,0.0047129011767,0.0043672327114,0.0040374463787, 
0.0037244477979,0.0034289991111,0.0031517192298,0.0028930849071, 
0.0026534326075,0.0024329611438,0.0022317350447,0.0020496886159, 
0.0018866306521,0.0017422497555,0.0016161202157,0.0015077084000, 
0.0014163796050,0.0013414053167,0.0012819708272,0.0012371831523, 
0.0012060791980,0.0011876341193,0.0011807698191,0.0011843635329, 
0.0011972564455,0.0012182622903,0.0012461758791,0.0012797815140, 
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0.0013178612364,0.0013592028655,0.0014026077876,0.0014468984531, 
0.0014909255463,0.0015335747933,0.0015737733764,0.0016104959264, 
0.0016427700693,0.0016696815039,0.0016903785928,0.0017040764516, 
0.0017100605239,0.0017076896337,0.0016963985104,0.0016756997838, 
0.0016451854507,0.0016045278166,0.0015534799205,0.0014918754525, 
0.0014196281766,0.0013367308749,0.0012432538308,0.0011393428706, 
0.0010252169871,0.0009011655682,0.0007675452568,0.0006247764702, 
0.0004733396068,0.0003137709703,0.0001466584435,-0.0000273630590, 
-0.0002076163238,-0.0003933867276,-0.0005839272484,-0.0007784635648, 
-0.0009761992139,-0.0011763207734,-0.0013780030370,-0.0015804141537, 
-0.0017827206998,-0.0019840926559,-0.0021837082609,-0.0023807587184, 
-0.0025744527282,-0.0027640208237,-0.0029487194903,-0.0031278350481, 
-0.0033006872794,-0.0034666327865,-0.0036250680653,-0.0037754322832, 
-0.0039172097513,-0.0040499320836,-0.0041731800367,-0.0042865850267, 
-0.0043898303222,-0.0044826519115,-0.0045648390491,-0.0046362344821, 
-0.0046967343650,-0.0047462878685,-0.0047848964922,-0.0048126130911, 
-0.0048295406284,-0.0048358306678,-0.0048316816192,-0.0048173367544, 
-0.0047930820085,-0.0047592435851,-0.0047161853830,-0.0046643062637, 
-0.0046040371790,-0.0045358381777,-0.0044601953125,-0.0043776174666, 
-0.0042886331194,-0.0041937870732,-0.0040936371585,-0.0039887509390, 
-0.0038797024344,-0.0037670688797,-0.0036514275392,-0.0035333525915, 
-0.0034134121032,-0.0032921651046,-0.0031701587842,-0.0030479258140, 
-0.0029259818186,-0.0028048229987,-0.0026849239203,-0.0025667354773, 
-0.0024506830363,-0.0023371647694,-0.0022265501802,-0.0021191788281, 
-0.0020153592517,-0.0019153680955,-0.0018194494377,-0.0017278143200, 
-0.0016406404770,-0.0015580722614,-0.0014802207622,-0.0014071641095, 
-0.0013389479610,-0.0012755861619,-0.0012170615712,-0.0011633270460, 
-0.0011143065733,-0.0010698965405,-0.0010299671336,-0.0009943638522, 
-0.0009629091290,-0.0009354040436,-0.0009116301171,-0.0008913511761, 
-0.0008743152733,-0.0008602566522,-0.0008488977444,-0.0008399511858, 
-0.0008331218411,-0.0008281088237,-0.0008246074998,-0.0008223114654 }; 
                     
    double dly12[] = {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1}; 
    double dlymono[63]; 
 
    init(); 
    reset_DSPLink3(); 
    waitConfigReady(); 
 
    /* End program if IP module identification is not confirmed. */ 
    if (!id_OK(model_number)) 
        return; 
 
    /* signal PC that user code running */ 
    (*DSP_SYNCH_REG_ADDR_32BIT) = (UINT32) WAIT_FOR_PC_SIGNAL; 
 
/******************************************************************************/ 
/* Sampling frequency can be changed through the ADC Timer Period 
    Register (ATPR) and the DAC Timer Period Register (DTPR) 
    -- both the ATPR and the DTPR must be set to the same value. */ 
 
    /*SLOT A */ 
    *AGCR = 0x00020000; /* Select ADC Single shot mode. */ 
    *ATSR = 0x60010000; /* Select ADC timer = 0 as ADC trigger input */ 
    *ATPR = 0x00270000; /* Set ADC timer period to 40 us, 25 kHz */ 
 
    *DGCR = 0x00020000; /* Select DAC Single Shot mode. */ 
    *DTSR = 0x70010000; /* Select DAC timer = 0 as DAC trigger input */ 
    *DTPR = 0x00270000; /* Set DAC timer period to 40 us, 25 kHz */ 
 
    *ATCSR = 0x00230000;    /* Select 1us repeating and clear ADC timer */ 
 
    *AFCSR = 0x02000000;        /* Reset, clear FIFO */ 
    *DTCSR = 0x00230000;    /* Select 1us repeating and clear DAC timer */ 
 
    /* SLOT B */ 
    *B_AGCR = 0x00020000; /* Select ADC Single shot mode. */ 
    *B_ATSR = 0x60010000;   /* Select ADC timer = 0 as ADC trigger input */ 
    *B_ATPR = 0x00090000;   /* Set ADC timer period to 40 us, 25 kHz */ 
 
    *B_DGCR = 0x00020000; /* Select DAC Single Shot mode. */ 
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    *B_DTSR = 0x70010000; /* Select DAC timer = 0 as DAC trigger input */ 
    *B_DTPR = 0x00090000;   /* Set DAC timer period to 40 us, 25 kHz */ 
 
    *B_ATCSR = 0x00230000;  /* Select 1us repeating and clear ADC timer */ 
 
    *B_AFCSR = 0x02000000;      /* Reset, clear FIFO */ 
    *B_DTCSR = 0x00230000;  /* Select 1us repeating and clear DAC timer */ 
 
    ndx = 0; 
    ndx2 = 0; 
    ndx3 = 0; 
    dipo = 0.0; 
    mdlylim = 53 - 1; 
    for (i=0; i<300; i++) 
     Xf[i] = 0; 
    for (i=0; i<16; i++) 
     Mf[i] = 0; 
    for (i=0; i<63; i++) 
        dlymono[i] = 0; 
    while(*DSP_SYNCH_REG_ADDR_32BIT != STOP_EXE) 
    { 
        i = (INT32) *INPUT_PhasMod_ADDR_32BIT; 
        mdlylim += i; 
        if (mdlylim > 62) mdlylim = 62; 
        *INPUT_PhasMod_ADDR_32BIT = (INT32) 0; 
        *(INPUT_PhasMod_ADDR_32BIT + 4) = mdlylim; 
 
        /* Reset DAC PDA bit */ 
        *DISR = 0x00800000; 
        /* Wait for PDA to be set */ 
        while((*DISR & 0x00800000) == 0); 
  itmp = (*AFDRL); 
        in1 = itmp >> 16; 
        skip = (*AFDRL); /* ch2 */ 
  itmp = (*B_AFDRL); 
        in3 = itmp >> 16; 
        skip = (*B_AFDRL); /* ch4 */ 
 
 
        Xf[ndx] = (double) in1; 
 
        Yf = FIR((double *) &ofilt, (double *) &Xf[ndx], 298, 300); 
        Yf *= 20;  /* Scale the voltage */ 
         
        mono = Yf * -1; 
        Mf[ndx2] = mono; 
        dlymono[ndx3] = mono; 
/*        dipo = FIR((double *) &dly12, (double *) &Mf[ndx2], 10, 12); */ 
        if ((i = ndx2 + 1) > 15) i = 0; 
        dipo = Mf[i]; /* get oldest sample */ 
         
        if ((i = ndx3 + 1) > mdlylim) i = 0; 
        itmp = (INT32) dlymono[i]; 
        out1 = itmp << 16; 
        itmp = (INT32) dipo; 
        out2 = itmp << 16; 
        /* write DAC inputs */ 
  *DAC1 = out1 + (-out2);// ch1 connected to amp channels to front speakers 

// mono+, dipo- 
  *DAC2 = out1 + out2;// ch2 connected to amp channels to rear speakers 

// mono+, dipo+ 
//  *DAC1 = out1; 
//  *DAC2 = out2; 
        if (++ndx > 299) ndx = 0; 
        if (++ndx2 > 15) ndx2 = 0; 
        if (++ndx3 > mdlylim) ndx3 = 0; 
    } 
    return; 
} /* main */ 
 
/* FUNCTIONS */ 
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/*SDOC********************************************************************* 
Name:   init 
Action: Initialize. 
Params: None. 
Returns:    None. 
Calls:  None. 
Regs:       C32 strobe registers, or none. 
Notes: 
TBD:        Nothing Planned. 
*********************************************************************EDOC*/ 
void init(void) 
{ 
    UINT32 *ptr; 
 
   /* Initialize all the memory mapped registers. */ 
    ptr   =  (UINT32 *) STRB0; 
    *ptr  =  0x000F0700; 
    ptr   =  (UINT32 *) STRB1; 
    *ptr  =  0x00070DF0; 
    return; 
} /* init */ 
 
 
/*SDOC********************************************************************* 
Name:       reset_DSPLink3 
Action: Resets DSP~LINK3 devices 
Params: None. 
Returns:    None. 
Calls:  None. 
Regs:       IOF 
Notes: 
TBD:        Nothing Planned. 
*********************************************************************EDOC*/ 
void reset_DSPLink3(void) 
{ 
   asm(" LDI 66h, IOF"); 
   asm(" LDI 22h, IOF"); 
   asm(" LDI 22h, IOF"); 
   asm(" LDI 22h, IOF"); 
   asm(" LDI 22h, IOF"); 
   asm(" LDI 66h, IOF"); 
    return; 
} /* reset_DSPLink3 */ 
 
/*SDOC********************************************************************* 
Name:       waitConfigReady 
Action: Waits for the carrier board to come out of reset. 
Params: None. 
Returns:    None. 
Calls:  None. 
Notes: 
TBD:        Nothing Planned. 
*********************************************************************EDOC*/ 
void waitConfigReady(void) 
{ 
   UINT32 i; 
 
   /* wait for carrier board to come out of reset */ 
   while ((*GCSR & 0x04000000) != 0); 
 
   /* delay to let Xilinx configure */ 
   for (i=0; i<1000000; i++) { 
/*       if (i < ncoeff) { 
     Wght[i] = 0; 
     Delay[i] = 0; 
    } */ 
   } 
    return; 
} /* waitConfigReady */ 
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/*SDOC********************************************************************* 
Name:       id_OK 
Action:     Tests the ID space of an IP module to make sure that it is the 
            IP with the given model number. 
Params: IndustryPack model number. 
Returns:    TRUE or FALSE 
Calls:  None. 
Notes: 
TBD:        Nothing Planned. 
*********************************************************************EDOC*/ 
UINT32 id_OK(UINT32 model_num) 
{ 
   UINT32 test; 
 
   test = TRUE; 
   if (((*(ID_SPACE + 0)) & 0x00FF0000) != 0x00490000)  /* I */ 
      test = FALSE; 
   if (((*(ID_SPACE + 1)) & 0x00FF0000) != 0x00500000)  /* P */ 
      test= FALSE; 
   if (((*(ID_SPACE + 2)) & 0x00FF0000) != 0x00410000)  /* A */ 
      test = FALSE; 
   if (((*(ID_SPACE + 3)) & 0x00FF0000) != 0x00430000)  /* C */ 
      test = FALSE; 
   if (((*(ID_SPACE + 5)) & 0x00FF0000) != (model_num << 16)) 
      test = FALSE; 
   return test; 
} /* id_OK */ 
 

7.5.3 FIR Filter Routine 
;This code is based on sample code provided by Texas Instruments  
;and is provided without warrenty. 
;All other code written by Carey Moulton in support of his Masters Thesis:  
;The Near Field of the Active Noise Control of a Propeller Blade Passing Tone 
;1998-2000 
;North Carolina State University 
; 
 
;Example 30.  FIR Filter;    .text    .width 
132;============================================================================== 
;                            SUBROUTINE  F I R 
; 
; EQUATION: y(n) = h(0) * x(n) + h(1) * x(n-1) + ... + h(N-1) * x(n-(N-1)) 
; 
; TYPICAL CALLING SEQUENCE: 
; 
;       load    AR0 
;       load    AR1 
;       load    RC 
;       load    BK 
;       CALL    FIR 
; 
; ARGUMENT ASSIGNMENTS: 
;   argument | function 
;   ---------+----------------------- 
;   AR0      | address of h(N-1) 
;   AR1      | address of x(N-1) 
;   RC       | length of filter - 2 (N-2) 
;   BK       | length of filter (N) 
; 
; REGISTERS USED AS INPUT: AR0, AR1, RC, BK 
; REGISTERS MODIFIED: R0, R2, AR0, AR1, RC 
; REGISTER CONTAINING RESULT: R0 
; 
; PROGRAM SIZE: 6 words 
; 
; EXECUTION CYCLES: 11 + (N-1) 
; 
;============================================================================== 
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; 
_Xf   .usect "xn_buf",300 
_Mf      .usect "mn_buf",16 
; 
FP   .set AR3 
; 
         .global _FIR   
; 
_FIR: 
        PUSH FP 
        LDI SP,FP 
; 

LDI *-FP(2),AR0 
 LDI *-FP(3),AR1 
 LDI *-FP(4),RC 
 LDI *-FP(5),BK 
; 
;; initialize R0: 
        MPYF3   *AR0++(1),*AR1--(1)%,R0 ; h(N-1) * x(n-(N-1)) -> R0 
        LDF     0.0000,R2               ; initialize R2. 
; 
; filter ( 1 <= i < N) 
; 
        RPTS    RC                      ; setup the repeat single. 
        MPYF3   *AR0++(1),*AR1--(1)%,R0 ; h(N-1-i) * x(n-(N-1-i)) -> R0 
||      ADDF3   R0,R2,R2                ; multiply and add operation 
; 
        ADDF    R0,R2,R0                ; add last product 
; 
; return sequence 
  POP FP 
; 
        RETS                            ; return 
; 
; end 
; 
    .end 
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7.6 F. FIR Approximation of IIR (Chebyshev Type 1) Band Pass Filter 

Matlab Commands used to generate the filter: 

[B,A] = cheby1(3,0.5,[300/12500 500/12500]); 

[D,C] = impz(B,A,300); 

 
Zeroes (B): 
 
  1.0e-004 *[0.11011355441655  0  -0.33034066324966  0  0.33034066324966 
  0  -0.11011355441655] 
 
 
Poles (A): 
 
1.00000000000000   
-5.90706509386089   
14.56877064635977  
-19.20258408977118 
  14.26609159969034   
-5.66418010835730    
0.93896786832968 
 
See DSP Hosted Code above for coefficients.  
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